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Computer Center
Staffing Debacle
Leads to Upgrades
Make way for tech ..dom: Bard's Henderson
Computer Resources Center revamps
By JOE STANGO, Contributor

The Henderson Computer Resources Center (HCRC) has been
gradually upgrading over the past few years, and we're about to
experience the "beta" version of enhanced computerJrelated ser~
vices at Bard. These developments will accompany the arrival of
a new Director of lnfotmation Technology Services at the
HCRC-David Maswick from Skidmore College. The HCRC
hasn't had a Director since Bonnie Gilman left Bard last semes~
ter for a better paying job elsewhere. When I interviewed her in
1995 (the interview was not published), she was admittedly
stressed by the inexhaustible array of difficulties to be faced. She
had her hands full making eJmail and web services available,
keeping the network stable, getting the multimedia classroom up
and running, attending to campus~wide technical problems; as
well as aiding helpless students with dysfunctional computers at
pressing deadlines.
·
This was when the HCRC still had a full staff, mind you.
Since then, the Henderson staff has dwindled considerably.
Michael Lewis, who was hired to teach Computer Science and
help bring computers into
education, has been fired. Frank
Mangione, the System Administrator for the network, has quit.
Stanisbv Mamonov, who once helped setup the multimedia
classroom, develop web pages, and offer general technical sup~
port, has also quit. Even the secretary left. Michael Nicolas,
Assistant to the Director, has been left to manage things mostly
on his own. Among the multitude of his responsibilities, Nicolas
sets~up and maintains computer conflgurations for various
departments on campus, prices and orders equipment, and estab~
lishes installation arrangements with the technical support staff.
When asked about the work that has been done in the past year,

our
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!Getting it Done

Tivoli Style

~Mayor Marc Molinaro is building a town his way. Don't like it? Move.
2 By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor
'' sian, smiling and jovial when the situation allows
Although Marc Molinaro is twenty~two~year.s-old
and living with his parents in the town he grew up
in, he is far from a disreputable character. After
all, he is the mayor of Tivoli, New York, and has
been since he was nineteen. While politicians are
not synonymous with pillars of irreputability,
Molinaro has slipped through the mud and dishonesty that seems prerequisite of his occupation.
He has done this with a combination of youthful
naivete and unsullied idealism. His political per~
sonality is patently just that: dressed for the occa~

for such a mood, and serious when the instance
requires gravity. 1t is a cookie~cuttcr personality
presented by every politician and political wannabe given a modicum of television time. His
favorite words to use in this personality are "focus,"
"issue," "quality," and "concern." It is a personality
catering to an audience that has, over the course of
the past four decades, learned rhat politicians look,
dress, and act alike: banal. Outside of the ribbonJ
cutting, hand pumping, and evcnt-holding--outJ
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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the demands, the regularly scheduled
debate
resumed. Since Botstein's aliotted
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
time had more than expired during the
prearranged demonstration, drowning him
demonstration, arch-conservative law proout with their chants.
fessor Lino Graglia gmdously suggested
When able to interject, Botstein offered
that Botstein's time be extended to allow
to have a meeting with the demonstrating
him to finish his prepared speech. Botstein
stu~ents. Won responded, "We've tried talkdeclined, stating, "I think I've taken up too
ing to you. 1t doesn't work. We don't want
much of the time already."
any more meetings. We want our demands
Although Botstein remained silent, the
read and we want you to agree to them."
debate
continued for two full hours. The
Jbe previous evening, the three protestconservative
team, led by Buckley1 disdain~
ers had called an emergency meeting of the
fully
labeled
the ACLU the "epitome of
Students of Color to plan the protest and
liberalism/'
highlighting
their arguments
write the demands. Eighteen students,
with
continual
references
to child pornog~
described by the protesters as "active stu~
dents of color and radical white students," raphy. Though the liberal team questioned
were Ln attendance. Although one student the apparent obsession with this issue,
was asked to leave because of "ideological Buckley's team continued to denounce the
ACLU for defending the rights of kiddie
differences," the remaining group formulated
a list of demands, which included a student~ porn vendors.
The three protesters remained standing.
selected Assistant Dean of Multicultural
Although the demonstration seemed to
Affairs, affirmative action in admissions, full
linger
in everyone's minds, the audience
and partial scholarships specifically for stu•
gave
their
attention, vigorous applause, and
dents of coior, more facuhy of color, and a
unabashed
snickers to the debaters. When
stronger Multiethnic Studies Program.
panelist
Robert
H. Knight lamented the
The decision to structure the list of :
injustice
of
forcing
the boy scouts to allow
improvements that should be made to Bard ;
gay scoutm;;lster~ t<;> participate in their
t{These demands are not . . · :·. organization, only some of the crowd
responded enthusiastically. Knight, the
director
of the conservative Cultural
something for us to discuss
Studies Res~arch Council, suggested that
or go over with Leon. He
:my discontented boy scouts move to San
Francisco and start the "Gay Scouts." The
should just ask how to
audience, a mixture of community members
implement them."
and students, responded to this insightful
-Jennifer McLane
suggestion with everything from laughs to
boos to enthusiastic applause.
as demands instead of requests was deliber~
When his tum to speak next came,
ate; Mclune later explained in an Observer Botstein approached the podium and began
interview that "these demands are not to pontificate about civil liberties. Before he
something fqr us to discuss or go over with had comp[eted a sentence, however, the
Leon. He should just ask how to imple~ still:·standing protesters resumed their chant
ment them."
"Students of color have no choice." A red~
Before the demonstration began, its three faced Firing Line production manager
organizers had estimated that at least thirty approached the three protesters and
students would stand with them, since four, attempted to speak with them for several
teen students had actually signed the list of . minutes. "He told us to sit down, that we'd
demands and many others had been ; made our point," recalled Chou. "Other
informed of the plans by word of mouth. ~ audience members yelled at us to 'Fucking
Though many members of the Students of shut up' and 'Go home.m
Color movement had not attended the
The three standing protesters did not
meeting and did not support the protest, respond, but shifted their chant to "They say
McLune stated that she believed most stu~ step back, we say fight back!"
dents of color had at least heard about the
After standing silent at the podium for
plans before Firing Line began.
half a minute, Botstein approached the
When the moment to begin the protest moderator and ceded his time to ACLU
came, however, only eight students stoo.d
President Nadine Strossen. "My only option
to raise their voices over Botstein's voice.
was to let them do whatever they though was
After a minute of chanting, five of them
right to do and remove myself from the
sat down again. Many students of color in
debate as an object of disruptive controversy,"
the audience did not join the protest at alL
he explained in an Observer interview.
"l'm not judging them for not getting up,"
Although she vigorously defended civil
protester YaQin Chou later reflected. "[
liberties in each of her speeches, Strossen
feel-not betrayal-but if you're going to
did not defend the actions of the three stu~
commit to something and then not do it
dents who attempted to stop a debate on free
when I'm depending on you .. .it's a big dis~
by saying that they had no voice.
speech
appointment."
"This is not free speech," Srrossen quickly
After the protesting students had con~
pointed out after the initial interruption,
trolled the floor for several minutes, moder~
since demonstrations that prevent other
ator Michael Kinsley asked what must be
people from speaking can be regulated with
done before they would allow the debate to
restrictions that are, from a legal pcrspcc~
resume. Won informed the auditorium that
tive, content-neutral.
they would not be sitent until their demands
References to the demonstration were
were read and accepted. After Kinsley
made throughout the debate; all eight pan~
repeatedly inquired what the demands were
elists seemed continually aware of the
and whether they existed at all, the students
three standing protesters. Although the
produced a list that had been circulating students frequently conferred with each
through the audi.ence.
other, they made no move to interfere with
While the cameras roUed, Kinsley invit~ the discussion on stage except when Bot~
ed one of rhe students on stage to read the stein attempted to speak.
group's demands. Before McLune had
After an interesting debate, an unexpectreached the stage, \X'on asked the president ed protest, and two hours of fUming, moder~
whether he would accept the demands. ator Michael Kinsley concluded the episode
Kinsley quipped, "I've known Leon for 15 by extending his gratitude to "President
years and he'll never agree on an-ything Botstein and all the Bard students." Still
that quickly."
smiling, he quickly amended," \Vell, almost
As soon as McLune had finished reading all the Bard students."

Firing Line Furor
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Factoids
• [t is illegal to require students to reveal
their race on an application for admission.
• In 1997, 103 applicants to Bard did not identify themselves as of any race or ethnicity on
their application.
• The H.KO.P. schohlrship is only available
to residents of New York state. Race and ethnicity are not considered in the selection.
• Students of color from 30 different states
attend Bard.

• The College Board reports that 28 percent
of all U.S. High school graduates were students of color in 1996.
• Number of students who received disciplinary action as a result of events that occurred
at Firing Line: 1.
Race: white.
Crime: Nose· Picking.
Consequence: Fired as Peer Counselor.
• Number of people who have politely suggest-

ed that the Observer censor part of this article: 4.

Bard Community Reacts to the Firing Line Protest
Bardians began discussing the protest as soon
as the Firing Line cameras stopped rolling.
The reactions were dmmaticaUy ~aried: some
angry, some ecstatic, some perplexed. At a
"Town Meeting" on April 6, organized by
Mary Backlund and]onathan Becker, about
100 students, a few adrriinistrators, and a
lone professor discussed the specific et'ent.s of
the Firing Line protest and the general con-

if you're white, you're out of it. Then it's if
you're a historically oppressed American
minority, and if you're not, you're out of
it. Then it's if you agree with what they're
saying; if not, even if you're a historically
oppressed minority, you're out of it. It's
left with a group of three."

cerns of the Students of Color.
To preseroe a snapshot of the responses to
the protest, the Observer interoiewed 14 students, faculty members and administrators.
We' hat•e presented these .news along with

"That kind of speech has the power to
close off other avenues of thinking, which
is, I think, what happened in this case. A
lot of students of color didn't feel represented, didn't want to associate themselves with the protest that was happen. iti.g, and so stepped away from the whole
thing." ·
-Archana Sridhar

ooices heard at the Town Meeting.

-AM

why· th~· Protest Occurred
"If people don't do really irrational, outrageous things, they don't get any attention
on this campus."
-Lisa Thompson
"This was part of an attempt to deconstruct liberalism.. .! got reduced to a formula, to my status as president, as white, as
-Leon Botstein
male."
"The way that people went about doing
things at Firing Une I may not agree with,
but it proves that there is a frustration here
that is deeper than any of the steps that
have been taken."
-Archana Sridhar

"1 was a student protester, I lead a strike in
college. However, I would only do that
after I had exhausted other means. To
seek to . humiliate IBotstein} and censor
him, especially after he's made himself
effectively open, to make new demands
without waiting to hear his response is
just inappropriate." -jonathan Becker
"lt had been a semester and a half. Nothing
was going to happen. I wanted to see
action."

-YaQinGhou

Who was Represented
"Originally we felt that we were representing all students of color, not just those
at the meeting. We know .they need these
things. They should have them if they
need them. They may not know what
-Jennifer McLune
they want."

They're speaking for our community now.
We have to pay attention to what was said
and maybe try and realize that there is a
world outside of here that is very immense.
This is a hard struggle and it's not going to
get finished with this discussion."

.

-Elizabeth Walker

year about having an admissions group of
students lof color) who wou!J work to
enhance recruitment. We hat! a gathering
here at the beginning of th!! yeHr laml all]25
studems walked out. They had no interL'St
in assistHnce. It was frustmting to have no
-Mary Backlund
response."

-Mana.si Tirodkar

What the Impact Will Be
"lf any student thinks that a productive
dialogue is the result of this, they're
wrong. A productive dialogue existed
before thi.s happened. The worst thing
that can happen is to reward this behavior
with the assumption that it is productive
in some bizarre way. It is not."
-Leon Botstein
"After Firing Line, I was angry-! don't
think humiliating [Botstein] is going to
achieve anything at all-but after the
forum, I realize that this brought out a lot
of issues that people had not felt comfortable talking about. Part of me is afraid
thar this is going to give rise to more
racial tension on this campus. As of now,
I don't feel open racial hostility. I don't
want my friends that are not of color to
look at me as a student of color constantly. 1 don't want that kind of segregation
on this campus."
-Mehnaz Mustafa
"The incident that happened on Monday
exacerbated racial tension tenfold. I'm not
placing blame, but...! thought want we
wanted was unity and friendship and
desegregation, and it seems like segregd~
tion has increased into us versus them,
black versus white. That's counterproductive to the purpose of this movement."
-Manasi Ttrodkar

"I may not have agreed with what happened at Firing Line, and I might nut have
stood up, but that does not give me ~my
less credibility than it gives them. It does
not mean that I'm less colored than them.
[t. just means that l don't want to be
known as an angry student of color; I
want to be known as an intelligent student of color."
-Mary Molina

"There's still an attitude that needs w
change. It's not remedied by saying,
'Okay, we've hired seven professor5.'
Numbers are not the end goal. The goal is
for us to be in a place where we feel valued and there is a community that is made
up of people that are each valued for their
own interesting contribution."

''There are different levels of [exclusion}.
First, it's color or non-color, so obviously

"This was a voice from our community, a
voice that a lot of people don't understand.

-Archana Sridhar

How Change Should Occur

"We're here [at Bard! because we want an
education, not to solve all the problems
with students of color on the campus."

"if we as students take the responsibility
-YaQinChou
and we do things and we work and we try
to accomplish these goals, at a certain
The Communication Gap
point that responsibility becomes transferred onto the administration and the .
"When I heard they didn't want to come
faculry. We're asking for a 100 percent
to a meeting, I .called one of the students
commitment from the administration and
on the telephone, and said, 'Listen, I
faculty to work with us. Let's do it togeth·
know that this meeting time may be
er. But what we've been hearing is, "Oh,
inconvenient. Is there any other time that
you want to do that? Okay..." And it's back
would be convenient?' TI1ey avoided ;1
on you, it's back on you. And we can't do
meeting. Is that a communication gBp,
it anymore ...l'm a· senior, I'm tired."
when an institution's president calls one
-Kate Massey
of the students in their room? ls that a
communication gap, when I tell student~
"Many students of color have stepped for·
'Anytime you w;mt to meet-morning,
ward to raise important and legitimate conevening, during the day, on weekends'?"
cerns about Bard. I hope we can continue
-Leon Botstcin
this dialogue, and 1 hope we can continue
with actions that will have a beneficial
"Just because not everything turns out
effect on this campus. J think most
how everyone wants, it doesn't necessarStudents of Color like Bard and they want
ily mean thnt the point hasn't been
Bard to be a better place. We should honor
heard. Some of the students want radalthat desire and help them and work with
ly segregated clubs. 1 disagree with thnt.
them and take a lead to achieve that goal."
It doesn't mean that I don't listt-n, it

-Jonathan Becker

"The liberties we are granted shouldn't be
used to eliminate another's freedom to
speak. That is the paradox."
-Leon Botstein
"individual attention is what can make a
difference. We do have an interest in
enhancing it, but we can't unless we have
students willing to help us. We talked this

simply means that [ disagree philosophically.''
-Jonathan Becker
"No one can really talk about what is
important at Barel. If you ask people "Do
you think there's racism at Bard 1" "No, but
NPR [says} there's racism in California.''
We have a problem here that we need to
talk about. Is Bard baloney?
-Lisa Thompson
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This leads to the other dramatic improvement
to
be
expected next fall: support and service for
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
computer resources at Bard. This happens to be
Nicolas has stressed the important role of students
David Maswick's specialty, especially since he has
in offering generous technical support. The efforts
already dealt with similar resource struggles at
of Glen Knoch, Kurt Wubbles, and Mike Lococo
Skidmore for the past two years. Jeff Katz, who
have been recogni;ed as essential to keeping the
recently has been put in charge as Administrator of
Computer Center afloat in a time of limited sup~
Information Technologies at Bard, emphasized that
p<>rt. Nicolas himself deserves a lot of credit for all
the technology would be useless without the suphis work during this transitional period, not to
port for it. Maswick will enable the college to offer
mention a raise. However, this has been only the
user services, helpdesk support, and address any
first stretch of the transition: Much more work will
support issues as they arise.
be done when Maswick joins the staff this summer,
The key, as Katz suggested, is to be responsive.
so that improvements may be in place by the
He would like to see people become "more inde~
upcoming fall.
pendent, more resourceful, and more confident
In the past three years we have seen some rela~
with [these technologies] ... but not isolated/' In
tively remarkable changes in technological
order to meet the needs of the students, there
resources at Bard, as well as some basic limitations.
needs to be a comprehensive system of support. It
In the fall of 1995, I learned that Bard had received
is not only a matter of making the support avail~
a grant from IBM to install a multimedia classroom
able, but making students feel like there is an
in the HCRC. The computers in the classroom
active interest in their input. Therefore, Katz rec, ·
were speedy for their time, and were loaded with
ognizes that the model of effective action depends
great soft.ware such. as Adobe Premiere and
on responsivity to the values of students. Katz
Photoshop. I marvelled at the possibilities, but was
hopes to "keep [our] focus towards_th~ campus
sobered when I considered the likelihood of access
commml:rnity...-do a good job of finding out what
to this precious ne~ investment. Hap Ti.vey, who
people want, do a good job of making environ~
teaches cybergraphics in the multimedia classroom,
ments so that people feel some kind of ownership
lamented the tragedy of a room full of computers of computing
on campus". . He believes that this
which had become obselete before they were acces~ can only
be possible through a model which ''can
sible. He commented that "those machines were be as open
-and flexible and responsive _as we can
once state of the art, but now-they're not even in be, because
things change very quickly,even the
the art." Thankfully, there's been an effort to bring makeup of the students
of Bard can change fairly
more powerful computers into the multimedia dramatically
over a couple af years." Katz reasoned
classroom and to make this gear more accessible to that even if we ha:ve only 15
dollars, it will be well
students. Professor Tivey credits Stephen Shore spent if we
know the values for which it will be
from the P~otography department for pushing this spent. This may be particularly true
at Bard, where
upgrade. Shore wanted the classroom to provide funding for computing
seems disproportionate ly
technology which would allow students to do seri~ low in comparison with its tuition
bracket and
ous digital imaging. Tivey is hoping that we'll get at increased 'marketability'.
Hap Ttvey mentioned
least one computer powerful enough to do anima~ that a nearby community college easily
outweighs
tion and video editing.
Bard in c;omputing power, and he regards some
Basically, students should expect to see a more equally competitive colleges as "another league
"egalitarian" multimedia classroom. More students altogether". It is
certainly possible that the most
will be able to do more, and have better access promising scenario may exist
if our investments are
(once they have passed some initial training}. It made . intelligently with
regard to the_ shifting
will be more like a lab, or even a studio, than a ster~ needs of students. However, Tivey noted
the sim~
ile classroom. Leah Gilliam, Professor of Film and ple fact that more students
taking computing
Electronic Media, emphasized that the classroom courses also means more students
who want to use
should be a comfortable environment, where stu~ the equipment once they're through
the class.
dents could enjoy working and display their work. There need to be enough resources to
meet the
As for the new equipment, the older Pentium increasing demand, or else we face the inevitable
75Mhz PCs will be replaced with four or five newer, "bottleneck". Now that there will be more access
more powerful PCs along with ten screamin' to more powerful computers, we should know
Macintosh G3s. Each platfonn will share mostly whether what we have will suffice .. .for now.
the same software, in an effort to increase platform
One of the broader aims in this transition is to
"literacy" for people using the classroom. The new make computing more available as a resource for
software will also include programs which would the community and for education in general. A
allow for editing and processing of digital audio. basic maneuver is to make it possible for students to
This time the new computers will be beefy enough have access to the internet from their dorms. Katz
to handle the memory requirements of the most expects that all dorms should be wired within two
powerful applications. Finally, there will be scan- years. Tewksbury and the Toasters should be wired
ners available to students, as well as color printing. by next year. The goal is for the web and e~mail to
Altogether, , these changes will enhance the pro- become principal sources of information for all
ductivity, accessibility, and enjoyability of the
kinds of purposes. They would serve as avenues of
multimedia classroom resources.
communication for the community in order to
This past fall we witnessed the next dramatic engage in discussio~s, organize events and meet~
leap in computer resources at Bard when the sec~ ings, offer feedback about the computing services,
ond floor lab was outfitted with laser printers and a etc. The recent use of the student leaders' e~mail
row of Power Macintosh workstations. Unfortu- list to speak out about parking tickets .and the
nately, the Macs don't have enough memory and "Firing Line Incident" shows that people are
the lab assistants (who will soon be trained in most already interested in getting _the word out by these
of the lab software in order to offer more effective means. However, many people don't have computsupport) don't have access to the print manager in ers, or aren't connected if they do. In an effort to
order to clear the "data clogs" which render the bring net access to everyone, there are plans to
printer deaf to the demands of frantic students. The have networked terminals in dorms (Tewks has
lab has also been stocked with some pretty fast data hook~ups in the lounge) and in the new stuInternational Business Machines running Netscape dent center. This is a basic consideration to be
Communicator, a couple word processing programs addressed, since an extension of the community
we have come to know and love (even when they would require convenient access to anyone.
An opportunity for extending our educational
don't recognize their own file formats) and maybe
resources has been made possible through the
even some strategic war simulator games. Somehow
renewal of a Mellon Grant which we received
these machines have been networked for optimized
about 3 or 4 years ago. This "upgrade" will encour~
game installation, with minimized day~to~day funcage the use of information technologies in educationality. Lately, the setup at the Computer Center
tion by funding workshops, faculty grants, and
has not been the most efficient or user-friendly. But
more. An outstanding feature of this endeavor is
in consideration of its former equipment (last sum- the use of web-based
courseware as a learning
mer I was helping graduate students use the classic resource. Professors would
get support for the conWordPerfect 5.1 on our 486 PS/2s), even an struction of web~pages which provide basic
infor"experimental" setup is a vast improvement.
mation about the class (syllabus, requirements,

Computer Center Revamps

assignments, etc.), along with links, references,
online texts, and multimedia resources as well.
There are many great examples to be found at
http://www. utexas.edu/worl d/lecture.
Another feature would be support for desktop
and web~based publishing as a component of
course~related writing. This will include a kind of
online lab which will provide information about
writing and opportunities for students to share
their work with a broader, campus~wide audience
by posting it electronically. Online resources will
also be integrated into the work of some sections
of students in the Language and Thinking program. Finally, the grant will provide support for
enhancing research capabilities by increasing the
amount and kinds of information made available
to students. This will also cover the improvement
of skills for students and faculty in order to take
advantage of new technologies. Apart from the
improvements online, Katz voiced intentions to
"federate" existing information centers such as
the Library, the language lab, and the slide library
in order to maintain availability of learning
resources.
With all utopian visions of cyber~communities
aside, these changes will at least provide a basis for
building an organized network of information
technologies, increased availability of resources,
and a program of support to keep the enterprise
functional and responsive. Jeff Katz is very excited
about the new opportunities being offered, and
hopes that students will be just as excited about
using the technologies to their full potential. He
exclaimed that "it would be great if the phone
could be ringing off the hook." With the interest
and participation of students abundant, we may
see as many improvements (and as much support)
in the future. Students are encouraged to submit
suggestions for improvement of technological ser~
vices to the Observer for publication. The sugges~
tions may pertain to technical issues, support
issues, etc. You can ask questions, announce prob~
lems or solutions, complain, or praise. Consider it
the first step in initiating a system of support and
discussion regarding computer-relate d issues.
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Interviewing Tivoli's Mayor Molinaro
CGITINUED FROM PAGE ONE

side the symbolism-is the Molinaro responsible for gar~
nering the respect of his community.
The aspect of his personality that can be most direct~
ly attributed to his success is what most people would
consider his greatest disadvantage: his age. He has found
a peculiar use for his youth. He uses it to disarm his
detractors. People don't expect the level of intensity and
commitment that Molinaro possesses from a 22~year,old.
People of his age are supposed to be cynical, conceited,
and selfish. People quickly realize that Molinaro doesn't
fit this Gen X stereotype, and when the preconception
crumbles they lose their assuredness and balance. This is
when Molinaro flowers. In this personality he uses the
words ·"get/' "do," and "finish." Off balance, people
quickly fall into a state of being wherein these are the
only three options. This is when Molinaro leans back in
his Mayoral chair with his hands clasped behind his
head and smiles a Gen X self congratulatory smile and
utters his favorite phrase, and probable future campaign
slogan, "Oetting things done."
''Yes, for the first few months (of his mayoral term at
the age of nineteen) I had a hard time getting people to
take me seriously. But I grew up in Tivoli and people
know me so it didn't take long for them to realize I was
serious. To the outside world I was something of a nov,
elty. 48 Hours came and did a show on me and the town.
I was also on Regis and Kathy Lee, The Today Show, and
lots of local Tv."
Marc has been successful in "getti~g things done." A
few upcoming Tivoli projects include the construction
of a secondary water supply for Tivoli, a new Fireman's
Hall, ·a police station in Tivoli, closing the landfill,
reclaiming the river-front, an eight million dollar
dance/drama complex in conjunction with the Katzbahn
Foundation, and a viability survey to find out if Tivoli
qualifies for Metro North service. Along with the major
projects come the more mundane ones; a new flag pole
for the Veteran's Hall, Paving the town hall parking lot,
figuring the _operating hours of the Ti~oli town park, and
organizing the planting of $10,000 worth of trees to
'
bea~~ify Tivoli:
The scope of these, and countless other, projects far
surpasses Tivoli's annual budget. The same was true for
last year's projects and budget. Molinaro attributes the
success of the projects to a "dedicated grant application
staff' and "making sure you know the right people."
Pictures of Marc shaking hands and chumming it up
with the "right people" adorn what Marc calls his "wall
of shame." They include Governor George Pataki,
County Executive Bill Steinhause, State Senator Steve
Saland, Assemblyman Joel Miller, Attorney General
Dennis Vacca, and Congressman Gerald Solomon.
While Molinaro admits that most of these are photo~ops,
. "The one with George Pataki, that was a crazy day. I had
a meeting here in Tivoli and had to make an appearance
in Poughkeepsie at the Pataki function with only an hour
in between. A State Trooper got me down there in eigh~
teen minutes or so, I walked in, was introduced to George
Pataki, we took this picture, I walked out, and the State
Trooper got me back up here in time for the meeting."
Marc downplays the relationships as mostly for
appearance but the money trail speaks of a far more pro~
fessional understanding of the importance of knowing
the "right people." In the past five years Tivoli has
received more than $2,000,000 in grant money to cover
the costs of the various projects. Tivoli competes with
much larger and much higher profite towns and cities
like Saugerties and Poughkeepsie for these grants. Mayor
Molinaro says that it is the "Aggressiveness with which
we pursue the grants, and focus we express in our appli~
cations that make us so successful."
Molinaro claims his civic inspiration was happen~
stance. On a whim in April of 1994 Marc ran for a
Village Board seat.
"It was more out of curiosity than civic duty I think.
At that point I hadn't really been interested in politics.
My parents certainly weren't pol1tical; I had to register
them to vote so they cou"td vote for me in the election."
He won the scat and found himself very comfortable
in his new role as politician. lt was at one of the Village
Board meetings that the former mayor of Tivoli, Lorain
Reed, announced that she was retiring. Over the course
of the next few weeks nobody announced their intent to
run and after fooling around with the idea, and dis,
cussing it with his parent:s lind the former mayor, Marc
penned his name onto the ballot. "As luck would have
it, nobody else was interested," he says of winning the
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election. In April of 1995 Marc Molinaro became the
youngest Mayor in the United States of America at the
age of nineteen.
As the mayor of Tivoli Marc Molinaro earns a salary
of $6,000 per year. He figures he works between forty
and fifty hours a week and can't remember the last time
he had a weekend off. He gave up going to college when
he was elected to the office of mayor and lives with his
parents because they are his main political inspiration
(not to mention $125 per week stretches the most
thrifty spender to the breaking point), "They're great,
even though they are not intensely political people they
are my main advisors. I test almost everything out on
them first." Molinaro also finds inspiration in the polit,
icallives ofTeddy Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
Ronald Reagan. These are his "Getting Things Done"
rolemodels. According to Molinaro, these three had "a
vision of what they wanted and the will to get it done
which is something to don't find too often these days."
One thing Molinaro doesn't quite seem to have fig~
urcd out yet is the simplest question of alL Why does he
want to be a politician? When asked this question Marc
falters a little bit, slips out of his political personality
and, as if a TelePrompTer were somewhere in the room,
searches around with his eyes looking for an answer. He
finally hedges the hesitant middle,of-the-road, tried~
and~true, safe~and~sane answer of, "Because I want to
make a difference." And although every political wannabe from the would-be~high~school .class president to the
slick Senator of California has used this phrase at some
point; and although this phrase evokes an immediate
cynical response that makes your eyes roll and physically
disturbs you so much that you need to adjust your body
position in your chair; and although such a naive and
cliche response is simply ridiculous, it is a welcome thing
that Marc Molinaro says. Because when Marc says this, it
is not as the politician or the "getting things done" guy,
it is Marc Molinaro answering the question with a sin~
cerity that is utterly disarming and all together honest.
If his success rate and zeal hold up Mayor Molinaro
should have the state of New York running within bud~
get, legally, and accessed a happy medium for its resi~
, dents by year 2010. Yet, as Andre the Giant had Hulk
; Hogan, Hulk Hogan had Macho Man Randy Savage,
~ and in turn Randy Savage had Sting; so too does Marc
Molinaro have Bard College.
"I don't know. I'm not going to point any fingers but in
the same respect it seems to me that it should happen."
Adversity brings out parts of people's characters that,
for the most part, remain hidden because they remind us
- of that which isn't pleasing. Mayor Molinaro becomes
: visibly changed when he speaks of Bard College. For
more than eight months Molinaro has attempted to
some kind of forum in which Tivoli residents,
-. oraanize
b
Bard administration, Tivoli government, Bard faculty,
and Bard students could disscuss issues concerning both
communities like the scapegoating of Bard students
when there are problems in Tivoli. "When there are
problems like noise and garbage in Tivoli the residents
tend to blame Bard students. Most of the time that isn't
. true. Most of the time it is a resident or out,of~towner
: causing the problem." The most important reason for
Bard and Ttvoli to communicate Molinaro says is the
on,going Tivoli Bay's rape investigation. "When the last
rape ocurrcd we didn't have any communication going
on and we should have. Bard was busy dealing with it in
its own way just as we were. lt is just as much my fault as
it is theirs. But that's no excuse."
Marc's body language says another story. He fidgets
constantly in his chair when disscussing Bard. His self
assurance seems to go limp and rather than keeping eye
contact he repeatedly dodges direct looks and instead
finds interest in the desk top, the wall, and something
out the window. A pen becomes the most direct recipient
of his latent agitation. He uncaps and recaps it with his
thumb several times, chews on its end, taps the desktop,
and alternates leaving it on the desk and picking it up all
within the space of a minute. He doesn't have the bear~
ing of a defeated man, just one that for the first time has~
n't gotten things to go the way he thought they would.
As any good politician has learned though, he quick~
ly redirects the conversation and starts talking ::1bout the
differences between college administrations and political
administrations and then on to the Metro North project
and then to daily issues. As he Joes so the pen gets put
back in its container, he begins making eye cont-act
again, and, just before his mom comes in from the next
office over to tell him that lunch is ready, ·he leans back
in his mayoral chair and starts looking relaxed.
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100-YEARS-OLD: A student performance entitled "Brecht on Trial: Poems, Songs, Interrogations·
took place before a full house in Manor Lounge, Tuesday, May 12, as the culmination of a tutorial on
Brecht and the German Studies-sponsored celebration of the centenary of the playwright's birth.

Upcoming Even ts
Unless otherwise noted, all events are ! screenings of scored shorts, drive-in
free,oFcharge and occurring on the Bard : features, panel discussions, and other
campus.
events. For more information, call
(914) 473-0318. Through May 31. At
May 20, Wednesday
various locations in Dutchess County.
Senior Project Burning: Outside of
the Chapel .of the Holy Innocents. May 30, Saturday
Circa 9 p.m. ·
Opera: Giuseppe Verdi's La Traviata.
The fully-costumed and semi-staged
May 22, Friday
production, performed in th!..! original
"'Exhibition Opening and Reception:
Italian. Admission: $29.50, adults;
"Celebrating Fifty Years of Women
$26.50, students and seniors. For more
at Bard." Fisher Studio Arts Buildinformation, call (914) 473-2072.
ing. 5 p.m.
Bardavon Opera House, 35 Market
Concert: by the American Sym- Street, Poughkeepsie. 8 p.m.
phony Orchestra, conducted by
Exhibition Closing: for the "Birth of
President Leon Botstcin and featuring
Israel" Exhibition, a display of color
some of this spring's graduating music
photographs taken in the nascent
majors. Performing works by the
Israel between 1947 and 1952, 44 of
aforementioned graduates and others.
which are by Madin Levin (who
Olin Auditorium. 9:30p.m.
covered the War of lndependence in
jerusalem for the United Press and
May 23, Saturday
Commencement, the one-hundred was later the Time-Life cqrresponIsra.e\ for forty ye~~s)"apd.16
and thirty-eighth at Bard. Lawn dent
of
wrich
areby tl:lai:i.~ri ~etiaide ·(~
behind Ludlow (across from Kline
leading
IsraeH photographer,' ··at
Commons). 2:30 p.m.
many of the same sites). Gallery
Dance. Part of the official Comhours: Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m.'S
mencement \Veekend schedule. Feap.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.'3 p.m. For
turing musical accompaniment by
more information or directions, call
this spring's graduates and others. {914)
471-2550. Barrett House
Blithewood lawn. 8:30p.m.
Galleries, 55 Noxon Street, Pough-

in

May 24, Sunday

keepsie. 5-7 p.m.

Alumni/ae Memorial Service.
Honoring (dear) departed former
Bardians. Featuring musical accompaniment by a certain talented Bard stu·
dent organist and the Bard Vocal
Ensemble (have you ever heard the
"Bard Antiphon"? here's your
chance). Chapel of the Holy [nnecents. 9:30 p.m.

June! And what is so rare as a day in
June? Then, if ever, come perfect days.
--James Russell Lowell

May 27, Wednesday
Hudson Valley Film Fesqval. This
year's is a celebration of the screenwriter. Featuring screenplay readings,

June 7, Sunday
Art Closing:for "The Amazing Art of
joel Griffith," an exhibition of recent
painting and sculpture described as "a
native Ti.volian's fantastic sojourns in
human consciousness voiced with
color, wit, and whimsy." For more
information, call Cafe Pongo at 7574403. Cafe Pongo, 69 Broadway,
Tivoli. 3-6 p.m.

BROADWAY PIZZA
A SLICE OF NEW. YORK!

WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM!
TIVOLI 757-2000

$2 off with this ad
Good on any purchase of large pizza or dinner
. (cannot be combined with any other coupons or specials)
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CRUISIN'•.. ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON ... Bob Daugherty stops to spin a yam during a recent round. He's been
working at Bard for 12 years.

Secu rity Guard Daugherty: Baddest
Man in the Who le Damn Town
B24 bombers and bull-riding prepared him for twelve years at Bard
By ABIGAIL ROSENBERG, Opinions Editor

December 7, 1941, Bob and a few other soldiers
Bob "Bad Ass'' Daugherty: Bullrider, Belly Gunner, were heading off theTucson base to see a movie
Security Officer. And that's just for starters. when news of Pearl Harbor reached them. The men
Underneath that sweet, old exterior beats the heart were ordered to put their uniforms back ~n, the base
of a rebel. In fact, it is his low, raspy voice that is was closed, and Bob was sent to the Aleutian Islands
indicative of his experiences which span 75 years off the coast of Alaska to fly bombing raids against
and the world over. From Virginia to the Aleutian the Russians. There were five crew members of the
Islands to BrazH, Bob has seen and done just about "Flying Tiger" that included the pilot, co-pilot,
everything and argues that some of the strangest bomber, radio operator, and Bob, the gunner. "We
bombed anything we could: Japanese islands, ships,
have happened on Bard campus.
Ending his twelfth year as a Bard Security officer, whales, anything." He referred to all the fish they
Bob is as close. to the college's resident social histori· killed by dropping bombs into the water as
an as one can get. "If you want the real history of ''Roosevelt fillets." From December 1942 until
Bard, go talk to Dick Wiles," he told me, but the his~ September 1943, Bob ate Spam and Vienna
tory that comes from Bob is the juicy kind, the kind sausages, played twenty-four hour poker games, and
that ~ljll~e~ts l<?ye _t9 h~ar.. Twelve years may not ~ flew raids whenever the weather was good, which
se:eni like ~oo long, bu~ he has be~n at Bard longer : wasn't too often. "The weather was worse than the
than any other security officer and has seen siX setu~ Japanese," he said. After the "ten worst months of
rity directors come and go. The custodian's famous my life," "The Rebel" (Bob's nickname in the
words from John Hughes' "The Breakfast Club" Aleutians), was ready to leave.
For Bob, the next big stint of the war was spent in
come to mind: "I am the eyes and ears of the school."
Riding around campus with him, Bob tells Spinoza, Italy, but not before he made it back to
stroies about the infamous Annandale Hotel, or California on furlough and married his first wife,
Adolf's, as most students know it. As we pass the Juanita. In June of '44, Bob was flying in a B24
small, cream-colored house at the triangle, Bob bomber that had no name. He received a telegraph
points at it and reminisces about professors, stu~ that his first child, Tamara, had been born. [n Jtaly,
dents, and administrators all hanging out at the bar they bombed targets such as Budapest and Vienna
together. "Adolf told me he made a million dol~ (perhaps out of hatred for the sausages that he was
lars," Bob says to me, shaking his head. "Why did forced to eat in the Aleutians), and had ridiculously
he close it?" I ask, picturing the place as a cross close calls. Returning &om one mission, the landing
between a student center and a badly-lit, seedy bar gear would not function. The pilot gave the crew the
with $3 pitchers. "They raised the drinking age option to either parachute out or crank the gear
from 18 to 21." Adolf's has been turned into a sym~ . down manually. "Hell, no. We don't wanna jump,"
bol of the "old" Bard, the epitome of the lives of : Bob remembers saying. It was the best landing of the
leisure and liberal attitudes that were the reasons ' entire war. On another mission, the plane's break line
many of us chose Bard. With the exception of for~ had been shot. As they landed, Bob noticed that they
mer student Jack Ehrbar's attempt to get the admin, were "going damn, awful fast." Although the plane
istration's support to reopen Adolf's, the cama~ was all tom up, no one got hurt. The piece de resistance
was when Bob's plane got shot down over Yug~slovia.
raderie that the bar inspired has been elusive.
Sitting in the back of the white security truck, (I As the crew jumped with their parachutes, they saw
can't sit next to Bob because the passenger seat has people on the ground, but didn't know if they were
been ripped out, leaving bolt-sized holes through friends or enemies. As they landed, their luck remi~
which I can see the muddy pavement), it seems as aned with them and the people were friendly. "Even
if Bob has been a staple at Bard forever. Every B&G though we got shot at more in Italy than in the
truck, professor, and Service Master employee that Aluetians," italy wasn't that bad. All I can do is shake
passes, honks and waves. Bob slows down and jokes my head in disbelief. In my twenty-years the most
with pedestrians or nods to people he doesn't know dangerous th~ng l have done is snuck ? beer past the
that well. What did he do before he donned the owner of the Red Hook Lyceum whereas Bob was
blue and black uniform, I wondered. I wasn't ready free-falling through the skies over Italy.
for the answer that I received and to this day,
After the War was over in Europe, Bob was sta~
despite countless conversations and my repeating tioned in Natal, Brazil where he was part of a crew
the phrase, "C'mon, you're kidding, right?" over a that flew in American soldiers who were on their
hundred times, I'm still in disbelief.
way home. What a great time to be flying, I
The saga began in Winchester, Virginia where a thought to myself. Faces of happy young men in
skinny kid had a paper route and worked in a phar~ green fatigues ran through my mind, but Bob
macy. After high school, Bob saw the Uncle Sam remembered losing his last $20 dollars (which he
posters at the post office, walked into a Armed had borrowed from a friend), in a craps game. He
Forces Recuitment Center and said, "Where's the used his last bit of change to call his mother to ask
furthest place I can go?" Before he knew it, he was her to wire him $100.
on his way to California and then to Tuscan,
Bob returned to Northern California where he
Arizona. Enlisting] tine 18, 1941 it was only a mat- lived with his wife, rode bulls, and played semi-pro~
ter of months before the start of World War II. On fessional baseball. Yeah, he was a bullrider.
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Professor Albert Reid: An Interview
After nearly thirty years at Bard, he strikes out into new territory, heading for California
By ROSALIE PURVtS, Contributor

On Sunday, May 10, a small audience gathered in
Olin Auditorium for a farewell performance of
works by dancer,choreographer Albert Reid, who is
retiring this year after three decades of teaching in
the Drama/Dance department at Bard. If the con~
cert had been publicized at all, Albert Reid's chore~
ography would have attracted a large crowd of fans
ofhis innovative, musical work. However, the inti,
mate setting of the farewell performance was appro,
priate and the audience was not lacking in enthusi,
asm. Backstage, several dance students who were
performing in the concert shed a few tears at the
prospect of no longer taking Albert Reid's ballet
dasses, or his modern technique classes which are
based on the techniques of Merce Cunningham
with whom he danced in the sixties.
I spoke with Albert Reid in a forty,minute
interval between two of his classes.

RP: When you first came to Bard in 1969, what

was it like, particularly the Dance Department?
· AR: Well, Bard was about a third the size that it
is now. There were about three~hundred students.

In the Dance Department, there· was one senior;
there were two or three sophomores who were mod~
erating into dance that year. One of the men has
gone on to become a doctor, the senior teaches
dance at Temple University. She has her own group
there. I remember that she was very good. I remem,
ber all the people very well from those first few
years. There were six freshman dance majors, which
was a lot for such a small student body. There was
one girl who was terrified of making a dance. She
was quite good technically, but she'd had all this bal~
let training which I think can often stifle you ere~
atively because you always want to be told what to
d<:r-you hate the idea of making up things. This girl
wcts very good and we all wanted her to stay, but she
was so terrified that she ttansfered somewhere else
after two years so she wouldn't have to go through
moderation. She was the only one who left, though.
The others all stayed and graduated in dance.
RP: How many professors were there?
AR: There was a guy from ballet theater the first
year, and Aileen Passloff started around the time I
did. It was all in transition. The head of the department was just retiring. There was a jazz position at
one time. The department was in the old stable of
Blithewood. It sounds strange to say it was a stable;
it was actually quite elegant. It was a beautiful little
building on the path up to main campus where
. those two .stone pillars are. It had an entry hall with
two wings--one was where the theatre was-and
the dance studio and the dtessing rooms and the
costume shop. It was very small, but very charming
and we had great fun there, but it burned down and
for a time we were teaching in the Old Gym. That
was hard, but we had good students. The Vietnam
War was around that time and we had a lot of male
dancers because there were a lot of people who
wanted to stay out of the draft. These people might
not have stayed in college at all if they hadn't had
that threat hanging over their head. They were
genuinely interested in dance, but I got the impression that some of them wouldn't have stayed in col~
lege at all if it hadn't been during wartime.
· RP: Were ~ requirements to moderate in dance stiU

tite same-tO dwreograph one group piece and one solo?
AR: No, we were just getting that. organized.
We did not have weekly workshop meetings yet,
but we did quite early on. lt was Aileen who start~
ed them. At first you only had to choreograph one
dimce, but we cha~ged it. We didn't want anyone
to just moderate with. a solo. Senior projects were
pretty major but not as big a deal as they are now. I
don't think they were a year,long project-1 think
they only worked on them for one semester. It
., seems that people got away with a lot less then.
RP: What kind of work were people doing at the
time? Was it very different from what people do now?
AR: Oh, it hasn't changed all that much. There
were more site~specific works then. There was one
done in the library, I remember, around the

columns .. There has been a technical progression,
though, ov~r the years. I think we are stronger
technically now than we were then. Just like now,
there were people who came to Bard with a certain
amount of training, and others who were just starting. I remember one of the freshman men the first
semester "I was here, Charles Madey, who became a
professional dancer. He went from beginnet:S' to
advanced classes in six months. He was very talented,
a natural. He came here as an actor, and he wasn't a
very good actor but he was a terrific dancer. He had
the flexibility and strength already. No, but I would~
n't say it has changed all that much. Even then, peo,
ple were working on technical pieces and on experi~
mental work. My work has changed, though.
• RP: How do you think your work has changed!
AR: Well, I always used a lot of students, but the
student body as a whole was smaller so there
weren't that many. I remember doing more solos
and duets for people, with a chorus of the less
str~ng dancers, whereas now I tend to use everyone
in a more balanced way.
· RP: What do you plan to do after you leave Bard?
AR: Well, I'll still be dancing and choreograph~
ing a little. Some dancers I know in California want
me to choreograph for them, so I'm going to do that.
RP: So you're heading far California?
AR: Well, my father lives in Santa Barbara,
which is a beautiful place. It's not as fast~paced as
New York City, but it's very pleasant. I'll be there
for awhile. I have another dance life .out there,
which has developed over the years, since my par~
ents moved there. I have taught at the University
of California there, in Santa Barbara, and I've
taught a~ Cal~Arts, at a community college in
Santa Maria, so 1know the dance community pret~
ty well. I also teach at a place caUed the Dance
Warehouse, which is a private ~tud~o. There's not a ·
big student body for modem dance classes. There's
more interest in ballet. There also isn't much dedi~
cated interest, so you have to have a different set of
expectations. Mostly there are people who have
famili<!s and children, and that comes first. But at
the same time, there are people who are interest~
ed in dance, and there is a Dance Alliance that
puts on productions. I'll also be teaching work ..
shops here and there. Life will go on. A little qui~
eter, I think, but I'm looking forward to that. I'll
have a lot more freedom, and I'll be able to travel.
Up until now, travel for me has always meant
"dance work elsewhere," mostly in Europe and
South America and Canada. I always found it
interesting, but you don't really have the time to
go around and sightsee, but I sort of prefer it that
way. I've always liked seeing the world when I had
a job to do as well, so that you're not just a sort of
sponge on the countryside, shelling out dollars,
which is sort of boring day after day, even if what
you're seeing may be very beautiful. When I have
work to do as well, I tend to grab the free moments
with more appetite. I love to go and see other per,
formances. l especially remember, when I was on a
six~momh world tour, dancing with Merce
Cunningham, one of the last places we lived in
was India. We were the guests of a family there
and they brought in all these entertainers who
performed for us, all the local magicians, tumblers
and acrobats, also puppet shows and musicians-it
was really interesting. We performed for each
other. That way we really got to see the country in
a different way. I still hope to be able to travel that
way, to some extent, but it may be a bit more
relaxed without the manic pull of rehearsals and
performances and staying in shape.
RP: Do you have any particular places you want to go!
AR: I love England; I've done a lot of perform~
ing and teaching there. I'm actually going to
Scotland over the summer with my father. It's beau~
tiful there. But there aren't any places I feel I must
see "before I die." (He laughs.) I'd like to go back to
India, though. [ loved India. It's a source place for

certain modes of theater and dance that I feel a
connection to. I like the stories, full of humor, and
the way theater comes out in the religion-the
Ramayana and the Mahabharata. I like the theories
in the religion there, which is more benign and less
punishing, unlike Christianity. It's open to a broad~
er range of humanity, and to animals as well-as if
we're aU in this together-it's not just humans who
are made in the image of God. It's the idea of God
being in everything that I found appealing. There
are also such beautiful costumes used in the various
styles of dance there, and fantastic make~up. It has
a fierce side too; it's full of life-very colorful. So is
Japanese theater, though it's more severe and
daunting in a way.
RP: Do you feel that Indian theater influences you
in your work?
AR: No, not directly. What I do is very much in
the European tradition, but seeing it has enriched my
vision, so I suppose it has influenced me indirectly.
RP: What do you think has influenced your work!
AR: Well, I like to think that I'm not identifi~
able-that people don't see my work and know
. "oh, that's an Albert Reid piece." My interests are
all over the map and I try different kinds of things.
Some of my pieces are very technical, others are
completely not technical. I like variety. I've
always done things in different areas so I can't
really pinpoint my interests. Though I know I
have been influenced by the people I've worked
with, like Merce Cunningham. More so than
Merce, I like to use traditional music and I like to
work more directly related to the music rather
than having sounds that parallel the dance but
aren't specifically set to it. I tend to work in a
more direct relationship to the music, though not
always. My. initial training as a child was in music.
I sang in a boys' choir in Los Angeles, in an
Episcopalian church which is the next best 'thing
to Catholic in terms of pomp and ceremony. The
choir did a lot of professional work in the area,
like the Brecht play with Charles Laughton that
was shown in Olin last week for the Brecht festi,
val. I even did a Bing Crosby movie-1 wasn't
actually in it but I dubbed a little boy's voice. The
choir director was very good; he later came to
New York City and was at St. Thomas's, which is
one of the best voice choirs in the country. It's the
kind of choir where you live and go to school
there, and all your classes are in the church. You
live and breath. the church's activities. I also had
music training in piano, not that I ever got very
good. And I always loved to sing. RP: When did
you start dancing?
AR: When I was in college at Stanford
University. There was not a dance program to
speak of. There were a few dance classes in the
girls' PE. But they had a wonderful theater
department. The theater itself was like a
Broadway theater. They often put on a produc~
tion a year after it had been on Broadway. They
put on lots of musicals and they did opera. As a
singer I was involved in opera too. I sang in the
chorus of Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress.
Stanford had the resources to get great singers to
come and be involved in these productions. The
choruses were basically all students. So I got
involved in theater-there were a lot of people
who were interested in dance and theater. I didn't
take. dance classes, I just started dancing in the
m·usicals. I sang too. Then, in the summertime I
started studying at Lester Horton's school in Los
Angeles and Lester Horton is the man whose
company Alvin Ailey came out of. I took· some
ballet classes to<:r-there was a school there, but it
was basically ballet for housewives. I didn't start
dancing on a daily basis until I was twenty~four,
which is quite old for a dancer, but there are peo~
ple who start older. I wasn't able to take classes
while I was in college, but I just danced in the
musiCals and I was able to do that. I was strong
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Conjuring up a brilliant, knock~
'em~dead concept for my last
ever Observer article hasn't
been easy. Especially given the
fact that I, like so many of my
senior brethren, have been in
an alcohol~induced stupor since
by
Wednesday,
April 29 (the day
Joel Hunt,
projects were due). Of course,
Columnist
some would say that I've been in
an alcohol-induced stupor for my four~year Bard
career. Regardless, I wanted to write something
nice for you, my dear readers, since this is the last
time you'll have to suffer my mangled syntax.
The idea here is to make a list of some things
that I think, by college age, anyone who is inter~
ested in music, particularly contemporary, should
know about. A suggestive list, if you will.
Oftentimes, when writing this column, I have
taken an abrasive angle "against" those who I feel
lack knowledge of "what's going down." Of
course, as some have by now figured out, the
voice of those reviews was merely a persona. I
can't imagine that people actually took what I
wrote seriously enough to get mad, but some peo~
ple actually did. Oh well. Try not to get mad at
this list. It's not perfect, especially since I limited
it to thirty iterns, but hopefully it will illuminate
so~e people and things that, believe it or not,
may seem obscure to the public at large.
Aphex Twin: the master of electronic tomfoolery, able to construct entire realms of sound with
wires and knobs. Worth hearing: I Care Because

You Do, Richard D. ]ames, Come to Daddy EP.
Syd .Barrett: former guitarist and singer of
Pink Floyd. Barrett went loopy, and in the process
created some of the most hilariously fragile folk
psychedelia the world has ever known. Worth
hearing: The Madcap Laughs, Barrett, Opel.
· The Beach Boys: simult~neo~sly America's
'g[eateit and worst pop ' group, depending'on who
.you . ask.'. Wpt'tn' hearing:~ Pet .. Sounds.·
u {bo~ti~~f.·S'rhiley·~~izi:·· •:' · · n,,,, ., 1
Big ·Star: guitar~driven, soulful pop from
1910s Memphis. Brilliant. Worth hearing: No. l
Record, Radio City, Third/Sister Lovers.
Captain Beefheart: along with His Magic..
Band, the cap'n fabricated the most incredible
mix of rock, blues, and free jazz ever. Then he
gave up on music: Worth hearing: Safe As Milk,
Trout Mask Replica, Lick My Decals Off Baby,
Shiny Beast (Bat Chain Puller), Doc at the Radar
Station, Ice Cream far Crow.
Dock Boggs: an amazing performer who comJ
bined the nasal vocal twang of hillbilly singing
with the rhythmic variation of country blues.
Worth hearing: Country Blues.
.
Can: this German group, active in the 1960s.
and 70s, incorporated the ferocity of the Velvet
Underground with the rhythmic sense of dub reg~
gae, and filtered through a uniquely Teutonic
sense of weirdness. Worth hearing: Monster Movie,
Soundtracks, Tago Mago, Ege Bamyasi, Fuiure Days. ·
Cat Power: although Chan Marshall's career
has just begun, her amazing voice and songwriting
talent deserve notice. Worth hearing: Myra Lee,
What Would the Community Think.
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Thirty Things That (May)
Change Your Life
Ornette Coleman: the initiator behind the
innovation of free jazz over thirty years ago, and
still a vital musician today. Worth hearing: Live
at the Golden Circle, Omette, Ornette on Tenar,

The Art of the Improvisers, This Is Our Music,
Skies of America, etc.
John Coltrane: there is no need for justifica~
tion of Coltrane's name on any list of the great
musicians of the century. If you haven't heard,
you are missing out. Worth hearing: Giant Steps,
Blue Tran~, A Love Supreme, Sun Ship, etc.
The Dead C.: a band nurtured in the isolation of New Zealand; equal parts free improvisa,
tion, loud amplification, heavy rock histrionics,
and blathering mysticism. Worth hearing:
Trapdoor Fucking Exit, Eusa Kills, Harsh 70s
Reality, Clyma Est Mort, Operation of the Sonne,
The White House, Repent, Tusk.
Devo: Akron, Ohio's greatest export, and the
only punk-influenced (as well as iF;tfluential)
band of the late 1970s to go on to any real com~
mercial success which eventually ruined them.
Worth hearing: Be Stiff EP, Q: Are
Not Men?;
Duty Now far the Future, Freedom of Choice, New
.Traditionalists.
Doctor Octagon: Kool Keith, of the
Ultramagnetic MCs, makes his 1990s return as
the enigmatic, yet superbly ridiculous doctor.
Worth hearing: Dr. Octagon.
Don Caballero: "the melodic sense of
Coltrane with the power of a freight train" is not
too far off the mark for this Pittsburgh, PA guitar~
based {but percussion~dominated) quartet.
Worth hearing: Our Caballero, Don Caballero 2,
Don Caballero 3 (soon to be released).
- -· Nick Drake: put simply, Drake possessed the
'mdst hauhting· voice ever. 'Worth hearing: Fruit
Tree (box set).
Brian Eno: from 70s Britpop to Ambient, to
producing U2 (yuck), Eno's done it all, and well.
Worth hearing: Here Come the Warm ]ets, Taking
· Tiger Mountain (By Strategy), Another Green
·Warld., Music for Airports.
John Fahey: the master of the six~string
acoustic guitar. Worth hearing: G~itar ( vols. 1
6), The Voice of the Turtle, Rcquia, America, Of
Rivers and Religion, City of Refuge, Womblife.
18. The Fall: at one time, the most vital and
interesting group England had ever (and will
ever} produce. Worth hearing: Liv.e at. the Witch
Trials, Grotesque, Hex Enduction Hour, Perverted
By Language, This Nation's Saving Grace, Bend
Sinister, The Frenz Experiment.
Funkadelic: probably the best party music ever
inve_nted, but fortunately George Clinton's amaz~
ing group transcended that mere function (despite
_what any hippie may tell you). Worth hearing:
America Eats Its Young, Uncle]am Wants You.
Robert Johnson: don't let half~hearted testi~
monials from no-talent rip~off artists such as Eric
Clapton fool you; Robert Johnson was one of the
best country blues singers ever to commit songs

we:

J

to tape. Worth hearing: King of the Delta Blues
Singers Volume One, Volume Two (fuck the box
set; buy the LPs).
The Monks: five ex~Gis stationed in
Germany start a band in 1964, and accidentally
create a punk~rock prototype. Their sole album of
1965, for German Polydor, still knocks the socks
off of most rock music made since. Worth hear~
ing: Black Monk 1ime.
Phil Ochs: the most underrated folksinger of
his time, Ochs was never able to step out from
behind Dylan's shadow. Too bad, since Ochs had
a better voice, and wrote better lyrics, than ol'
overrated Bob. Worth_ hearing: Ta[Je from

California, Pleasures of the Harbar, Greatest Hits.
Pavement: easily the most inventive (and
therefore the best) band working within the rock
genre in the 1990s. Worth hearing: Slanted and
Enchanted, Crooked Rain, Wowce Zowec,
Brighten the Comers.
Public Enemy: quite possibly the only hip~
hop group that everttuly mattered, their decline
has been painful £0 watch. Worth hearing~ Yo
Bum Rush the Show, lt Takes A Nation of MiLlions
to Hold Us Back, Fear of a Black Planet.
Spacemen 3: the best British band of the
1980s (besides The Fall) for the melding of heavy
psychedelia, heavy guitar, and he'<lvy drugs.
Worth hearing: Sound of Confusion, The Perfect
Prescription, Taking Drugs to Make Music to
Take Drugs to.
Steely Dan: nothing needs to be said in their
defense. Worth hearing: Can't Buy a Thrill,
Pretzel Logic, Katy Lied, Aja, Gaucho.
The Stooges: the most important American
band of the ·1960s. Punk rock would not have
existed without lggy Pop. Worth hearing: The
Stooges, Funhouse, Metallic K. 0.
Scott Walker: misunderstood pop genius. Worth
hearing: Scott, 2, 3, 4, CUmate ofHunwr, Tilt.
Wire: the most inventive and interesting
band to spring forth from the 1970s British punk
rock explosion. Worth hearing: Pink Flag, Chairs
Missing, 154, A Bell Is a Cup Until It is Struck.
30. And last, but certainly not least, look for this
album: Mbube Roots: the Choral Music of South
Africa, 1930~ 1960. This compilation, available
on Rounder Records, offers some of the most stir~
ring music evet recorded, ,as well as more than
adequate proof that there is plenty of amazing
music being tnade outside of the Western
European classical tradition.
Now that that's over, we can get on to more impt)r~
tant things. Like reading the ~;est of the Observer,
for instance. But in ending, I'd like to thank every~
one who reads this sorry excuse for a column.
Especially those who have complimented, or made
suggestions to me personally. Thanks for the input.
And in closing, as Big Star once sang,
Thank you friends, wouldn't be here if it wasn't
for you.
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Mozart's Don Comes to Annandale
The full . .score of the nearly four--hour opera is sung in English with charm, bawdy humor, and passion
By MICIAH GAULT, Contributor
A thunderstorm began outside on Wednesday May
6, while inside the drama building, a crowd gath~
ered for closing night of Don Giovanni. Immediately
before doors opened, the electricity went out for a
split second, and the crew looked stricken and
paced around worried. With the tension of the
storm and the excitement of closing night in the
air, I entered th.e theater where the musicians in
their small pit were warming up.
House lig\;lts dimmed; the music bcga~ The
scene opened with Leporello (Youssef Kerkour),
servant to Don Giovanni, alone on "sentry" duty,
while inside, Don Giovanni (Luis Moreno) has
embarked on an unsuccessful "seduction." It's a
tense moment, on stage, -and outside, where thun~
der is rumbling. Behind 11 scrim, Don Giovanni
rises slowly from a crouched position, his black cape
enfolding the young Donna Anna (Arie Singer)
like a huge, sinister bat, his shadow cast up on the
wall behind him. Suddenly, Donna Anna breaks
away, there is a melodic struggle between her and
the Don, and her father, II Commendarore
(Charleton Bergado) runs out, sword in hand, to
protect the honor of his child. A sword, fight
ensues in which Don Giovanni forces 11
Comm~ndatore behind the scrim: where he cLeanly
stabs him. Il Commendatore collapses, and outside
a crack of thunder sounds, and the lights flicker off
and on. It was a moment of pure drama.
The play, on the whole, was a sensational production. Luis made a fabulous Don Giovanni; he
was calculating to the point of cruelty, yet his con~
fidence, his smoothness, made hl.m convincingly
seductive. I was captivated the minute he walked
on stage. His rich voice, precise movements, and
intense focus earned him full command of the stage
for three and a half hours. l was especially moved by
one aria in the second act, painfully tender and
accompanied by a single violin softly plucked, in
which Luis gazed provQcatively at the audience. He
wasn't performing for us, but to us, creating an intimacy that I found pretty t::njoyable. (Also, I was
sure he was looking right at me for some of the
song; I was enthralled.)
The ensemble, five dancers, singers, peasants,
noblemen, etc ... , was Luis's biggest competition for
my attention. Mayumi Ando, Julie Bindeman,
Wendy Hart, Owen Moldow, and Rosalie Purvis
created a beautiful, textured visual spectacle
against which certain scenes were set. Their costumes were incredible, ranging from the gold and
red glitter and luxurious fabric of noblemen, to the
ribbons and rainbow colors of peasants at a wedding, to the unearthly flesh and gauze of graveyard
statues. I think the opera might have been
improved by the inclusion of the ensemble in more
scenes. Their well-chosen movements, paintinglike arrangement on stage, and their energy, which
added notably to the merriment, eerieness, or ten~
sion of a scene, made for a visually exciting stage.
Furthermore, I would have enjoyed the addition of
those five voices which, for the songs in which they
participated, were lovely.
For me, the most memorable moments of the
opera occurred when the performers were immersed
in intense connection and conversation with each
other. Interaction between Don Giovanni and
Leporello was magical. Youssef, combining his deep,
booming voice and physical mass with expressions
and gestures of meekness and subservience, made a
very funny, appealing Leporello. He made me laugh,
without giving up his character's dignity, and
although he was seduced by the Don as much as the
opera's women were, h~ had a simple morality and
naivete (which rendered him less attractiv:e but
more likable than Don Giovanni).
In one scene, in which Don Giovanni and
Leporello trade cloaks and hats in order to fool the
lovesick Donna Elvira (Meredith Yayanos), the
interplay between master and servant is particular~
ly charming. Don Giovanni sings to Donna Elvira,
but remains crouched down so that she sees

EXPLOITS : (clockwise from top) Donna Anna (Arle Singer} commands the stage; the Don (Luis Moreno) entertains the ensemble;
Leporello (Youssef Kerkour) Is roped by Zerlina (Melanie Shaw).

Leporello who mimes singing, his shadow cast up
on the wall, recalling the Dan's shadow in the
opening scene.
Shadows and light played a big part in this pro~
duction. The stage was often decorated with candles, and the storyline often depended on the sue~
cessful concealment ~d exposure of characters.
Even the costumes relied heavily on the use of
black and white, from Donna Anna's widow's
weeds {as she mourns the death of her father) to
Donna Elvira's bridal garb. These two women
played off each other nicely on stage, in appear~
ance, and in character. Meredith was wonderful as
Donna Elvira, sometimes bitter and vengeful,
sometimes piteous. She appeared in every scene in
more and more outlandish costumes. My favorite
included a huge white hat adorned with a black
bird, and a veil bedecked. with butterflies. In con~
trast to her lavish dresses, the feathers that often
jutted severely out of her hats, and her forbidding~
ly sharp umbrella, the expressions on her face
showed pure vulnerability. Her anger over her
seduction and abandonment at the hands of Don
Giovanni dissolved easily, flared again, and so on.
Meredith first portrays Donna Elvira as stem,
embittered, shrewd. Donna Anna, on the other
hand, makes her first entrance in a pink tom night
gown, her blond hair loose, the epitome of youth
and innocence. However, by the end of the opera,
Donna Anna, in a black spider~web dress, seems
toughened, while Donna Elvira, in her white bridal
gown, is as exposed and vulnerable as a child.
Arie Singer (whose name suggests future operat~

ic fame) has amazing stage presence. She was con~
sistently focused, her eyes huge and starry, while she
breezed through technically difficult music. If I didn't already have shivers listening to her beautifUl
penetrating voice, I'd have them at the end of an
aria, seeing the look of bLiss on her face. She often
shared the stage with Scott Gendel, who played her
fiance, Don Ottavio. Scott absolutely won me over.
His angelic voice and face, his character's sincerity
and devotion, made him one of the most likable
characters in the opera.
The cast also included Alex DeMammos who
plays the peasant Masetto, and Melanie Shaw who
plays Zerlina, his simple {but luscious) fiance, who
almost falls victim to the Don's amorous appetite.
Alex and Melanie worked well together. Zerlina's two
arias both take place on stage alone with Masetto.
Although they denounce Don Giovanni's ruthless
charm, a good deal of their relationship depends
upon channing each other out of anger. Zerlina sings
cajolingly to her fiance, until he is won over.
I must also mention ll Commendatore, an excit~
ing figure, played by Charleton Bergado. His voice
was incredible, and although it was a smaller part,
Charleton played it fully. The graveyard scene and
the fmal scene were two of my favorites, and 11
Commendatore's presence added to them greatly.
The opera's characters were difficult to like.
They were motivated by lust, revenge, and greed.
They were weak-willed, bitter, conniving, brazen.
And yet, I enjoyed every minute of the production.
I was with them the whole time-the performers
created a very real world, in which I didn't need to
judge their behavior or motives. In the end, Don
Giovanni disappears into the smoke and fire of hell,
leaving the rest of the cast on stage. He is the one
who is punished, but he is also the character I was
the saddest to see go, for Don Giovanni was honest
throughout about his intentions and his weaknesses.
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Anatol Disappoints
With Inconsistent,
Dragging Deli very
Yet the performance had a few breathtaking moments
By JOE SMlTH, Comribuwr

~

My overwhelming impressions of the Bard
Drama Department's recent production of
Anatol, by Arthur Schnitzler, are of what
it could have been. The play's pace was
frantic enough, there were plenty of
humorous lines to make it quite an amus~
ing romantic farce, and the female charac~
ters so often struck at raw and real emotion
that the show could have made a serious
statement on the effects of womanizing.
However, [ didn't feel that any definite
direction was taken and as a result the production was left bland and struggling.
The play details the romantic misadventures of Anatol (played by Mahdi
Shah), observed by his slightly more moralistic sidekick, Max (Cortney Rice). Every
scene is about Anatol's relations with the
various women in his life. ln the first scene,
his insecurity about the loyalty of his current lady-friend, Cora (Shana Gozansky/
January Morelli), causes him to hypnotize
her. Shah valiantly pulled off the nervous
reluctance Anatol must have felt about discovering the truth, but the comical aspects
of the scene were fully exploited. Erin
Hecker's portrayal of Gabriele was filled
with restrained heartache and Helena
Grill~ was st~ong as Bianca, a tantalizing
bareback rider who didn't even remember
the night she had spent with Anatol (much
to his annoyance).
The dramatic high point of the evening
was the incredible scene between Anatol
and Emilie (Amanda Deutch). Deutch's
character, who is engaged to marry Anato(,
catches him digging through her desk. He
confronts her with some jewelry, demand~
ing to know why she had saved it. Deutch's

;·
:
:
;
;

performance was by far the strongest of the
show. You could see that the entire audience was entranced by the easy, natural way
that she described her early romantic mcmories and the strong love she has for Anatol.
The performance was both honest and real
and a simply breathtaking piece of theater.
The last three female characters in the
play-a married wom~n, a ballerina intent
on jilting Anatol, and a former lover of
AnatoPs who he decides to seduce the
night before his wedding-were played by
Laura Robtnson. It seemed oddly asymmet-

Deutch's performance was by
far the strongest of the show.
You could see that the entire
audience was entranced by
the easy, natural way that she
described her early romantic
memories and the strong love
she has for Anatol.
rical to have one woman play all the
female roles in only the second half of the
play. Nevertheless, Robinson handled the
quick changes in character admirably.
Throughout Anatol it seemed as if the
manic comic style that Shah adopted con~
trasted with the more realistic, emotional
performances of the female characters and
undermined the effectiveness of the play.
The pace of the show was very slow and it
often seemed that the actors were struggling against it. Still there were some
strong performances and all in all it was
another entertaining night at the theater.
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Interviewing Professor Reid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

and quic,k enough to be able to pick up on it. I did nut
train technically for it, thuugh.
RP: \X'hat kind of dance did you do in these musicals?
AR: It was modern-Jazz, not tap, although I studied
tap when I was four. (He l.lUghs.) l Jon't remember nny
of it. I remember l had to choreugmph a solo for myself,
never h~wing studied dance. I had no clue where tu
begin. I had no vocabulary. I huJ not ::;tudicd enough to
acquire even b,tsic steps, so it was very difficult, whcn:as
now I have all this experience, so it's very easy. Now I
have aH this background which gets adjusted anJ comes
out in differl!nt ways.
1 always thought I was going to bt: a singer. I think of
dancing as singing-a singing line of movctncnt. The wa'J
you project movement and voice-it's pr'->Juccd in the
center-this column of air th<H blows over your vucnl
chords and comes out as sound. I think of Jancing as coming from that same center. Movement [s very, very familiar to me in that sense. In a way, I am singing when l
dance, although not literally. I really stopped singing when
my voice changed. I never waited for my voice to mature.
By the time I was twenty-three, I had decided I wasn't
going to be a singer. By that time, I had gotten interested
in dance. I haven't sung since at all, really. I don't miss it,
because I feel I am doing it in another way.
A few weeks ago, in his intermediate technique class,
Albert Reid turned away from the mirror and patiently
demonstrated part of an exercise for the second time, at the
request of a graduating senior.
"Don't worry," he told her when he finished, "you'll get
it before you graduate." He turned back to the mirror :.mJ
signaled the accompanist. Then, on second thought, he
turned back to us again. "You're graduating this semester,
though, aren't you?"
"Yes," answered the student.
He looked at her fur a moment as if he were reconsiJer~
ing his previous promise. "Well then I'd better !;how it one
more time.'' He stopped, though, mid-tandu, and turned to
face his students ::1gain.
\Vith his puckish smile he said, "I'm graduating, tUl) 1
you know." He paused, thoughtfully. "I'm looking forw<1rJ
to it. It will be liberating. But I'll miss it, too ... "
And before the students had the chance to look wistfully at one another, he was bC:Ick in the solid, calm, kinetic
concentration that is typical of his dancing, and the music
was playing, and we were watching hts feet again.
Albert laughs when I remind him of this. "1 think aboul
it as graduating, rather th<tn retiring. I'm graduating to
another phase," he says.

1I
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Images

of the
·Spring
THE JOYS OF THE SEASON {top to bottom, left to right) Amanda Kniepkamp submerges fn the icy waters of the upper
Hudson on a rafting trip; members of the
"Jello Appreciation Society" twist, shout
and swim in 200 pounds of jello; Bard students "Take Back Bard" In a march against
sexual violence, walking from the triangle
to Tivoli Bays; the rugby boys make another muddy mess; Women's Basketballers
Lindsay Goldstein and Abby Rosenberg
receive an exciting pen at the Sports Award
Banquet; the Earth Day quilt, each square
made by Bardians, flutters in front of Kline
terrace; Thurman Barker pleases the
crowd at the Mingus Marathon.
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This is the opportunity of a life time to travel
and make money. Qualify as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor and get a FREE trip* to Korea. Then
you' 11 be at the center of a unique marketing
program that will launch Daewoo into the U.S
market during 1998.**
From the moment you arrive in Seoul, Korea
this summer your days will be crammed full of
exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo products, visit Daewoo production facilities and enjoy
Korean culture. The "Discover Daewoo" program
is an experience you'll never forget.
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Then when you return to
college as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor,*** you'll have the opportunity to earn money and purchase ·.
a new Daewoo car at a substantial discount.
Help build a new car company by helping us
market Daewoo cars during your spare time.
* Complete details will be provided at a later date.

** Rules of this program may vary to comply with varitJus state regulations.

*** Subject to eligibility and qualifications.

The Agony and .••
The Observer Staff Salutes
Our Departing...

Jeremy Dillahunt

Lilian Robinson
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The Untim ely Death of Phillipe: an Encom ium
The French cuisine of the oft empty restaurant is no more-it is yet worthy of remembrance
By STEPHANIE SCHNEIDER, A&E Editor

Since the day I ate at Chez Phillipe, I would drive
past it every chance I got. I'd take the long way out
of Red Hook and drive past the tragic yellow building in hopes of seeing a vehicle parked out in front.
As I approached to see the plastic sign marking the
mesh of French-America n cuisine by each country's respected flag, 1would feel my heart rise to my
throat, and then crash again to the pit of my stomach. The parking lot remained empty.
Then came the pivotal day, 1 was driving past
and shocked to see a gaping hole where the plastic
sign once existed. The familiar yellow building had
been stripped of its cheery exterior and a large disturbing banner hung out front. Reading something
like, "Coming Soon! Luce di Lune, Unique Italian
Cuisine," I realized all my fears had been confirmed. Chez Phillipe had gone out of business.
So one may be wondering why am [ writing a
review of a restaurant that no longer exists and my
only answer is that someone must give Chez
Phillipe the credit it deserves and document why it
separated itself from other restaurants, what made
it so special and why it closed its doors. I just hope
that the new restaurant that will take its place will
remember the unique aspects of Chez Phillipe as it
tries to establish itself
What separates Chez Phillipe is that when one
ate there, it was not just a meal, it was an experi,
ence. Right from entering, one realizes that this
will be an unequaled dinner. The first jolting
aspect is the fact that no one else eats there. This
aspect is perhaps the most striking. It certainly

was for me walking in the restaurant for the first : syringes sitting at the bar. Now one couldn't help
time and realizing that we were the only diners, ~ but wonder what this place was all about. Was the
had been the only diners and would be the only happy decor merely a front for something darker
and more devastating?
diners.
The fact that no one else was there did add a
Putting all this intrigue aside, I focused more
sense of mystery and intrigue that I feel Chez on the task ahead of me and that was trying
Phillipe definitely possessed. One can constantly Philipe's mesh of French/Americ an foods. The
wonder what it was that made people shy away.
Sitting in the empty dining room I noticed menu seemed somewhat French oriented, they
that there was even another dining room parti- did serve snails (imported from France in a can).
tioned off unused, but set up as if expecting the I opted for the broiled salmon with anchovy
rush any moment. That's the feeling of Chez paste. I really enjoyed this dish as I marveled at
Phillipe, the feeling that your eating at the cusp, the anchovy paste precariously placed on the fish
the moment right before everyone else would rush in delicate little squares. Now perhaps this docs
through the door as you keep asking yourself, : not sound so appetizing to some but it was a real
; treat for me who can recall being forced to eat
"Why? Why? Why?"
Surveying the dining room I was determined to ! anchovy paste squirted out of a toothpaste tube
find the answer. The place looked harmless enough ; on bread and bringing to school to be inevitably
on the surface. The country decor, left over from : ridiculed by the bologna kids. Here was the paste
when it was Phil's Country Kitchen, no doubt was : actually looking pleasing.
The menu wasn't that extensive, there were
quite homey. The flowered print bows and indistin- !
guishable little framed pictures marking monuments ; your standard meats and basically nothing for
of the industrial revolution {i.e. trains, cranes and ; vegetarians outside of appetizers. The bread at the
other weird machines} added a definite sense of j beginning of the meal was made all the more
familiarity. It was like every church bazaar or quilt, : interesting by this colorless spread-not butter,
ing bee. The waitress surely added to the warmth by ; not cream cheese, just another one of Phillipe's
· mysterious concoctions. Getting the check made
being very accommodating and blissfully friendly.
i me realize perhaps the more pragmatic reason
it
First
ended.
familiarity
the
where
that's
But
: that Philipe's remained so deserted and didn't surkitchen,
the
from
coming
calls
was the weird duck
vive. But the price was worth the experience and
[
himself,
Phillipe
the baby screaming and then
:
walking back and forth out of the kitchen every now as I pass the ghost of Chez Phillipe, I realize
now and then, only allowing himself to be in shad, : how lucky I have been and just hope the new
ow so only his full and hearty silhouette could be . place offers a similar perplexing aura. That is truly
seen. The final sign perhaps was the unexplained a sign of a great restaurant.

Classifieds
Wanted: Summer Help
Bard's Safety and Security Department is
looking for summer dispatchers. Applicants should be reliable, organized, able
to react well to a crisis, patient, and possess basic computer skills. Rate of pay
will be $6.00 per hour. If interested, stop
by the Office and fill out an application
or call 758-7460.
Sublets: If you have an apartment or
house you are willing to sublet to a graduate student for the months of June, July,
and August, please submit all specifics
(number of rooms, location, price, contact number, etc.) to the Graduate Office
via campus mail, or e-mail gradschool
@bard.edu.
Student Assistance for Summer Concerts
Sought by Bard's Concert manager for
two summer concert series. Stage and
house managers, ushers, and lighting/
sound technicians are needed for two
sets of subscriptiOt,l concerts to be held
on Saturdays, June 6, 20, and 27, and
Fridays, July 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31. If you
are interested, qualified, and plan to be
on or ncar campus in June and July on
these dates, please contact Ellen Hobin

at ext. 7327.
Announcements: 1-bcdroom cottage
with private lake privileges available.
Fully furnished including linens. Short or
long-term. Reasonable rates depend on
length of stay. No pets/ no smoking/
responsible tenants only/ references
required. Fifteen minutes from Bard, 10
minutes from Red Hook. 150 yards from
private beach and docks. Weekday: 212724-8027. Weekend: 914~756-2021.

All classified ads are tninted free of charge to
the aclt•ertiser. The Bard Observer "reser--ves"
the right to edit them for length and clarity,
howet•er. Please try to keep your ad co a maxi,
mum of 75 uoords. Students: send your ad(s)
to The Bard Ob~crver 'tria campus 171llil.
Others: send your ad( s) to The Bard Obst.>n>er,

Bard Colkge, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY
12504. The Observer will also accept classified
ads tJia e-mail at obsertoer @bard.edu.
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Israel's 50th Birthday: a Time for
Appreciation and Celebration
By OREN CASTRO, Contributor

April 30 marked the Fiftieth Anniversary of the
birth of the State of Israel. As the blue~and~
white fireworks lit up Jerusalem and Tel~Aviv,
CNN anchors surely recalled to their viewing
audience around the world how these fireworks
are also visible in the West Bank. For it seems
that even for a moment Israelis will not be
allowed, and will not allow themselves, to truly
appreciate all they had achieved.
It is the ever~present shadow from which
Israelis cannot escape, and must confront. Yes,
the Palestinians are not happy, and nor would
anyone be, in their position. But it is unfortunate
that the full brunt of the blame falls on Israel. It
is not only unfortunate, it is unfair and wrong.
Sounds extreme? Read on.
.
About whom the pathetically small strip ofland
originally Belonged to is a hopeless argument to
wage. That depends on which poi.n t in history one
starts counting from. What is more valuable is to see
what events lead to the present situation, to 1998.
For that, we shall appropriately begin in 1948,
50 years ago. The situation then was quite differ~
ent. The territory of Palestine (for it was never a
state) was ruled by the British, who at the time
were recovering from World War II. There were
both Arabs and Jews living in Palestine, so both
can appropriately be called "Palestinian" in that
sense. However, here, the modem usage of the
term-referring only to the Arab inhabitants of
Palestine-will be used. Both the Arab and Jewish
communities in Palestin_e at the time were focus~
irig all thei~ en~rg . ies o~ getting the- British out.
When they were fipa1Iy successful, t~<; territc;Hy of
Palestine was hancted crv~i:rib. t~e U:N.'s control.
Before this was done, however, 70 percent (!) of
Palestine was severed and cme under complete
Arab Palestinian control. This part is now know as
Jordan. The remaining 30 percent was to be divid~
eel between the remaining Jewish and Arab popula~
tions, roughly half,and,half. This division plan
attempted to follow the natural distribution of the
two populations, so as to minimize relocation. of
people. Ati. area slightly larger then what is now the
West Bank and an area from the Gaza strip down
wet;e allocated for the remaining Arab Palestinians
(those who did not live within Jordan's bound~
aries}. The rest was allocated for the Jews.
Despite the fact that 70% of the land was
already lost, and that their holiest sites in
Jerusalem would not be within the allocated
boundaries, the Jews accepted the plan, for it
seemed it was all they could get peacefully. They
knew they were far outnumbered by the 21
Muslim states surrounding them, and that they
had many other problems to deal ·with (namely
starting a new State, and integrating immigrant
Holocaust victims.)
The Palestinian leadership, however, dis~
missed the partition plan, and decided to attempt
to conquer it all. They knew that they outnum~
bered the fledgling Israeli population, and that, if
they could rally support from all their neighbors,
a unified front against Israel would surely annihi~
late it before it could even respond.
So, as the Israeli leadership was announcing
the birth of the new state of Israel and people
were taking to the streets to celebrate, massive
troop movements began on all the Arab fronts.
From Egypt, Gaza, Jordan, Syria, Kuwait, Iraq,
and Lebanon, troops lined up on the border with
Israel. On their allocated half, the Palestinians
were also preparing to invade. Grand promises
were made by all Arab leaders, of how they shall
"meet in Tel~ Aviv" and "dance upon the skulls of
Jewish Children."
The war was bitter, and lasted longer then any
other in Israel's war~filled history. However,

Israel had managed to repel the invading forces.
Israel being a thin strip. of land, (smaller then
New Jersey,) the Israelis figured that the only way
to win was to push out~-and fight in the enemy's
territory. This would become the hallmark of
Israeli military strategy.
Because of this push outward, when the smoke
cleared the Israelis ended up with more land then
they were originally allocated. Now, after being
forced to wage an unwinnable war for its survival
-and winning-the Israelis were extremely
reluctant to return to the old UN borders. The
Arabs, of course, were furious.
During the war, the Palestinian leadership
began broadcasting messages in Arabic, telling the
Arab population of horrible atrocities which the
Israelis will inflict on them if they do not all join
the fight. This was meant to rally every
Palestinian
fight their Jewish neighbor. Now
the P.L.O acknowledges that many of those broad~
ca5ts were sheer ties. Back then, however, these
broadcasts had the opposite effect of making people flee their homes into Jordan (which was

to

Israel is the only democracy,
the only place where the people
have a say in their leader's
actions, in the entire Middle
East .•• It has become a

beautiful, cultivated land,
with access to holy sites for all
religions. It has survived four
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wars, suicide bombings, and
other hostilities without
becoming a dictatorship.
Palestinian) and other Arab states around Israel.
Therefore, wh~n w~ now hear of all the
refugees of 1948, who lost their homes and lands,
it is they and their leaders who deserve the
blame. They fled in terror -from a war of their
own making.
And not only did they flee, but when they
finally settled down in the Jordan and in Egypt,
none of their Arab brothers would lend them a
hand. It was Egypt and jordan who kept the
refugees in squalid camps, and who refused to
give them passports and lOs. And it was not for
lack of money that these countries could not
help a desperate population (Israel managed to
help its population without access to millions
from vast oil fields.} No, they kept the refugees
ccioped,up intentionally, as political pawns, fer~
menting an anger directed solely at Israel, creating "the Palestinian Problem".
So one would think that surely now, after hav~
ing lost the war, perhaps .the Arabs would offer
their hand in peace, the peace that Israel clearly
offered numerous times in the UN. But the Arabs
flatly refused, and instead re~stocked their arse~
nals and prepared to wage another war.
It was in the 1967 Six-Day War that Israel
ended up with all these refugees in its own terri~
tory. Egypt and Syria declared war. Jordan kept
out of the war for the first few hours, and was
asked by Israel (through the UN) to stay out.
This is an important point because at that time
Jordan controlled half of Jerusalem. Jerusalem
was split in two by a cement wall (as in Berlin)
and Jordan had the half containing the Wailing
Wall. It did not allow_jews to pray there, so it
would seem that Israel-if it fit the aggressive
label it has been give by the media-would jump

on the opportunity to conquer the other half.
That it restrained itself and begged Jordan to stay
out is proof against this misbegotten labeL
But Jordan, under pressure ·from Egypt and
Syria, joined the war. At this point the Israelis
decided to reunify Jerusalem. Israel was now
fighting on three fronts at the same time. It once
again had to push outward to win the war. Ncar
Tel Aviv, Israel becomes so thin that it is only 20
miles across, meaning a row of Jordanian tanks
could cross it in less then half an hour. The odds
were so miserable that international news articles
from right before the war lamented "what mira~
de will save Israel?''
Whether by miracle or not, Israel had won
again, and it" was now in possession of three times
more land, and forced to deal with hundreds of
thousands of Palestinian refugees. These were the
same refugees that were kept in the camps in
Egypt and Jordan. Now these camps were sudden~
ly in Israeli territory (what are today referred to as
"The Occupied Territories"). lsmcl offered the
Palestinians citizenship, as it had to all of its Arab
citizens, (the Egyptians and Jordaninn Palcstin~
ians denied of them.) But these Palestinians,
unlike the Isracli~Arabs, violently declined.
The Palestinian Liberation Organization
(P.L.O) was set up, in order to represent the
Palestinians, and Israel would h~ve negotiated
with them back then, haJ they not began the
series of terrorist acts which plagued Israel in the
70s and 80's. The Palestinian representative that
Israel expected to talk rcace with St<lrtcd killing
Olympic athletes (Munich '72 ), machinc~gun~
ning down two classes of 8th graders at a school,
throwing a disabled man overboard from a ship,
and bombing planes of all nationalities, to name
but a few of their random acts of kindness.
The P.L.O finally reached out its hand for
peace in the early 90's, but that hand was now
bloodied. This is why it was so difficult for Israel
to trust this hand. Still, under Prime~Ministcr
Rabin, Israel agreed to meet with the P.L.O, and
discuss a peaceful solution.
Now 98% of the Palestinians (not counting the
Jordanian ones) are under the Palestinian
Authority's (formerly P.L.O) control. Israel is
reluctant to go further, because it is afraid nothing
but aU of Israel will ever be enough to satisfy some.
Some Palestinian groups, like Hamas, still reject
any peace with Israel. If they will not allow Israel
to exist peacefully (without bombings), then why
should Israel continue to give out land, of the pre~
dous little it still has? How can the media blame
Israel for "halting the peace process" by not giving
more to satisfy the appetites of the Palestinians, if
for 30 percent of them, nothing but the destruc~
tion of Israel will ever satisfy? Should Israel be
expected to cooperate in this endeavor?
There are, however, many things for which
Israel's anniversary should be celebrated. For one,
it is the only democracy, the only place where the
people have a say in their leader's actions, in the
entire Middle East. It has achieved a real peac~, a
. mutual one, with Jordan (Palestinians too, remem~
ber?) and a peace with Egypt. It has become a
beautiful, cultivated land, with access. to Holy sites
for all religions. It has survived four wars, suicide
bombings, and other hostilities without becoming
a dictatorship. It has the only Arab population in
the region which participates in democratic elec~
tions. It has withstood a massive immigration of
800,000 people in the '90s (equivalent to th.e
whole population of France moving to the U.S. in
four years) And it is a world leader in technology,
innovation and humanitarian aid, sending mcdi, . .
cine and food to such places as Bosnia, Somalia,
and· Ethiopia.
Sounds like reason enough to celebrate to me.
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A Veteran Editor's Swan Song: Words Fail Me
By MEREDITH YAYANOS, Co-Editor-in-Chief

Free or otherwise, speech can seem superfluous after
a while. Personally, I've found that my voice will
only utter so many avowals a certain number of
times before the conversation starts to sound piti,
fully one-sided. An opinion, no matter how articu~
lately voiced, means little when it isn't tempered by
action. Yet words can carry tremendous power, and
as I've leamed after two years, a careless phrase,
even when allayed by the best of intentions, can
have detrimental effects.
So, first things first, a redress: I offer a heartfelt
apology to anyone offended by my ediorial of two
issues ago, which pertained to racial tensions at
Bard as they apply to the newspaper. I never, never
inten9ed my remarks to sound belittling or dis~
paraging. Hopefully, any deterrents the editorial
caused can be forgiven and eventually dismissed.
Additionally, I amend my mistaken attempt to rep~
resent the whole staff. No others should be held
accountable for the sentiments of that piece.
Finally, let me assert one last tE~e that my main
intention, above all else, has always been simply to
convey the fact that if the newspaper is eYer to
meet this diverse community's standards, it is going

to need a lot more help, from absolutely everyone.
The Observer is still an infant. Once groundwork
is laid out and communications are -established
between the manifold faction..c; of this chaotic little
college, it shouldn't have to be spoon~fed. But in
the meantime, please understand that the publica~
tion is an impressionable, thoroughly messy crca~
ture that will require some amount of care and
instruction from absolutely all concerned members
of the community.
Anyone with a mouth can (and will, obviously)
make mention of myriad aspects that need to be
improved upon. It is an altogether different task to
become an active voice. I beseech you, as one indi~
vidual to another, if you have an inclination to speak
your mind in this forum or to aid others in doing so,
please overlook whatever discouraged you in the
past, move beyond whatever doubts or reservations
you may have, roll up your sleeves, and just do it!
Looking over Observer proofs for the last time, I
feel very quiet in the the face of all the unresolved
conflict and emotion that exists on this campus.
For once, I'm at a loss for words. So I'll play it safe,·
and simply commence with the thank~you's:
Thank you to everyone who has ever contributed.

1 ·
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Thank you to anyone who actually read this and
is now thinking (however fleetingly) that you just
might want to get involved.
Kudos to all remaining editors and staff mem,
bers for your continuing work.
Gracias to John Pruitt, and to Jonathan Becker,
for continuing to be everly so sagacious and help~
ful, although the hands you extend get bitten from
time to time.
Hooray, Nate and Anna,Rose, for the amazing
stuff you've done thusfar, and for not grunting even
the slightest bit when we dropped such a heavy
load onto your capable shoulders.
\Varm, wet benedictions to fellow editors Abby,
Basil, an.d Jeremy for your tremendous commit,
ment, and your friendship.
Last and certainly most, indescribable gratitude
goes to the beautiful Lilian Robinson for being the
Jeckyll to my Hyde, the Ego to my Id, the Bert to
my Ernie, not to mention the best damn copy
editrix this side of the Hudson.
That would appear to sum it up, and so arrived~
erci, sayonara, bon voyage, au revoir,' adios, auf
wiedersehen, GOODBYE.
I'll shut up now.
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''I got laid for a dime!"

GRADUATES..•
YOU MAY GET LAID AFTER BARD
BUT YOU'LL NEVER DO IT FOR ADIME
The Dhne Store is open
for fast minute orders until "Commencement,
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Springe r Got Style: A <Bleep>
Defense of Americ an "Trash TV"
. By SCOTI COMMERSON, Associate Copy Editor

Take former NBC head Grant Tinker. At a
Outside the studio doors they gather, a noisy, rest- ~ecent meeting of TV executives, he proclaimed
less cross-section of modem America. A clan of that "Jerry Springer debases all of us." The
hung-over frat boys, outfitted in their standard assumption that a TV executive could be debased
tribal gear of baseball cap, Gap T:shirt ~nd is too ridiculous to consider, so we'll presume that
Dockers, talks with some pasty-faced Goths. ol' Grant means the American TV-viewing pubFurther down the line, rosy-cheeked suburban lic. Well, Grant, if a viewer really desires to be
housewives learn the newest handshakes from debased (as we so often do), most anything on
street-wise inner-city youth. At the back of the NBC will suffice. After all, hasn't the Peacock
clump, assorted leather-clad freaks show off their Network been serving up drivel like The Single
body piercings for a group of (slightly dazed) Guy and Friends long before Jerry ever picked up
senior citizens on their weekly outing. Some mys- a microphone? As a person nearing his twentieth
terious, powerful force has driven these people birthday, I can tell you that I find the vacuous,
together, but what? With outstretched arms and self,centered sitcom ninnies who are supposed to
upturned faces, they join in a plaintive wail, a represent my generation to be far more debasing
primordial grunt, a primitive scream from the and insulting than any Springer guest. Until you
depths of their souls: "JER-RY! JER-RY!" In our find more interesting episode material than, say,
increasingly divisive and fragmented society, "Monica gets a new haircut," or find a show to
what else but a taping of the beloved Jerry replace Seinfeld, the one program on NBC that
Springer Show could bring about such a blessed doesn't insult the viewer's intelligence, perhaps
you should lay off the name-calling, Grant.
union of our citizenry?
But Grant's comment was a mere taunt com,
Jerry Springer. Love him or curse him, you
pared
with the condemnation heaped upon the
might as well face it: Jerry is the man. Ratings for
show
by
Geraldo Rivera. This media parasite had
his s~dicated talk show recently surpassed Oprah
the
nerve
to proclaim, "If jerry Springer is the
Winfrey's in several major markets, making him
level
the
daytime
business has sunk to, l'm so
the first host to usurp the Queen of Talk's throne
in over a decade. Burning up the video sales
While it's true that Jerry's guest
charts is the perpetually-advert.ised "Too Hot For
TV" tape, which contains scenes (highlights?)
list includes a preponderance of
censored from past Jerry shows because they were
exotic _dancers and porn st_ars
deemed "too raunchy" for the program (anyone
who has seen the show knows that such a desig(face it, their jobs are more
nation represents no small feat). Jerry's bespectainteresting than yours), watch
cled mug, adorned with some cool sketched-in
devil horns, is plastered across the cover of the
any m.oming news show and
current Rolling Stoi!$:-· __ ~9P. ~-~--· -~~~,- s;f.fL._r_£.~
you'll find an ever greater
Springer recently sig~17~_a $1 million mo-he deal
with the producers of_Dumb & Dumber. No-s<;ript obsession
with sex. At least Jerry
has been written, and word has it that Springer
is up . .front and honest; sex sells,
may even play him~elf in the film. Forget that
egomaniac James Cameron; there's only room for
and he makes rw excuses for
one man on the top of the world, and he is a mildtaking advantage of that fact.
mannered talk show host named Jerry.
The genius of the Jerry Springer Show is absurdly simple. While other talk shows present sensa- pleased not to be part of it anymore." Spoken by
tional stories under the guise of a public service the man who created "trash TV," who filled hun(with annoying therapists wasti~g the finai ten dreds of hours with wholesome topics like
minutes of every show spouting psychobabble at "Transsexual Biker Hookers and the Men Who
illiterate guests), the Springer show has no such Love Them," the man whom the phrase "sensapretensions. The show is pure entertainment, tion~seeking" was coined for, the man notorious
nothing more and nothing less; rather than apolo- for getting his nose broken when a guest hurled a
chair at him. So why is Geraldo so bitter? After
gizing for its utter outrageousness, the show prides
the sleazemonger attempted to go "legit," viewers
itself on it. When fights break out between the
quickly tired of his endless monolog!les and bortrailer-park guests, the cameras keep right on
ing topics and stopped tuning in. Today Geraldo
rolling, capturing every hair-yank and backhand
occupies the lowest rung on the cable-TV ladder:
slap for the shrieking audience at home. Of course,
late night on CNBC, doing show after show
critics will say such events appeal to America's
about the 0.]. Simpson trial. Geraldo's criticism
basest, most primitive, desires. So what's- the point? of jerry
Springer is the equivalent to Ricki Lake
. People enjoy watching other people get the shit
telling Oprah she has a weight problem.
beat 01,1t of .them. This is not a new revelation.
Critics love to declare that the show's guests _
Why else would Mike Tyson, who speaks like he is an~ impostors and that
the fights are staged, as if
on helium and would have trouble following a they are uncovering some long~held
secret. Well,
Barney .episode, be able to pull in over $25 million whoop-de-do. Next thing you
know, they'll be
a year? Why is professional football a billion,dollar revealing
that those WWF fights are faked and
industry? I could go on with more examples, but I that a few of those
cheesy videos Bob Saget tor~
find that students at Bard become bored when you tured us
with on America's Funniest Home Vide9s
talk too much about sports.
were phony. Spare Us Diane Sawyer's undercover
Given that the Christian Right is always looking report on Dateline, okay? Every
talk-show lover
for fresh targets whenever it runs out of unmarried knows that everything they see and hear is not
mothers and homosexuals, it came as no surprise entirely authentic. It's not like Lance Ito ishostthat Springer's success ignited conservative fury. All ing and the guests are under oath. The point is,
of the high falutin' pundits and the self-appointed we don't care. Whether it's "real" or not, it's still
moral authorities on America's most sacred institu, a helluva Iotta fun to watch, and besides, it takes
tion, the television set, have tripped over them- real t~lent to behave so shamelessly!
selves in their quest to tar and feather Jerry. Not
Another argument conveniently employed by
since the McCarthy Era have so many producers of Springer's attackers is that his talk show exploits
bland, formulaic entertainment banded together to lower-class, uneducated people. This argument is
oust a fellow entertainer. Some of these self-right- both ridiculous 'and condescending. Just because
eous windbags need to consult a mirror before the average guest isn't a C.E.O. with a Harvard
denouncing Springer as the next Antichrist.
- education, he isn't - ~ble to make decisions for

Tq,

himself? Any time you allow a person with a low
economic status a forum to speak you are exploiting her? So the people on Springer's show will
never be invited to F.W. Olin Auditorium as
guests on a Firing Line debate; does this mean they
are totally incompetent? Give us a break.
Anyone with half a brain will realize that
these self-righteous moralizers care nothing about
the Reople who come on the show. What really
motivates these "trash, bashers" is an insidious
epidemic of cultural elitism. What it comes down
to is that they don't particularly like poor people.
They especially don't like poor people who hit
and swear and wear clothes that would never be
found in any Banana Republic. And they certainly don't want such "trash" invading their squeakyclean suburban homes via the TV set. After all,
the maid can't watch over the children every
minute, right? What if little Kip and Laura were
to realize that there are people outside Planet
Suburbia who don't finish high school and li.ve in
trailers and have a few missing teeth?
So what do these 41 outraged" defenders of
American morality do? They denounce Jerry's
show as "vulgar" and "profane," and flip the channel to Melrose Pl~ce for the latest catfight
between Heather Locklear and some· other
bleached bimbo. Maybe jerry's show is vulgar and
profane; I won't even try to· argue with that. But
the only thing separating Jerry Springer from a
show like Melrose Place is that the people on it
aren't cosmetically-enhanced Hollywood products with some smug, lvy,league screenwriter to
write their lines. They show a side of America
that many people simply wish didn't exist,
Others complain about the graphic sexual
content of these shows. While it's true that Jerry's
guest list includes a preponderance of exotic
dancers and porn stars (face it, their jobs are more
interesting than yours), watch any morning news
show and you'll find an ever greater obsession
with sex. At least Jerry is up,front and honest; sex
sells, and he makes no excuses for taking advan·
tage of that fact. The news shows, on the other
hand, do "exclusive, hard,hitting, breaking" stories concerning the latest news on the semen
stain splattered across Monica Lewinsky's dress.
In response to the Clinton scandal, they televise
"intellectual debates" between political pundits
about whether oral sex is really sex. Yet these are
the same media hounds who castigate Jerry
Springer for the lurid nature of his talk show.
Ahhhh, the hypocrisy.
You can imagine my dismay when I read
recently that the producers of Jerry Springer have
agreed to tone down the show by editing out the
fist·fights, the chaiHhrowing and all other violence. Hmmm, while they're at it, perhaps they
should replace jerry with Florence Henderson.
Don't they realize that the show's outlandishness,
the feeling that you never know what's going to
happen next, is what makes the show so great?
For these people, fighting is their most articulate
form of expression. They haven't read Plato, they
don't know much about Bosnia, but they sure
know how to hurl a high heel!
Even in light of such disheartening news, I
have not abandoned my hope that the revamped
show will retain at least a trace of its insouciant,
unpredictable nature. The show protects the right
. of the poor and the uneducated to participate in
one of America's most popular (if not proudest)
pastimes: crudity and bad taste.
*Note to Leah Zanoni: Since that ungrateful
floozy Jenny Jones dissed you, why not try for
Springer's show instead? Just think: you could
duke it out with Helen Hunt in front of millions
of seething viewers! (Word has it that even that
delectable British buttercup Kate Winslet js a fan
of the show! What better way to win her heart?)
~:l: ~ ~ -
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Letters to the Editors
Dear Editors,
In light of ongoing concerns about issues of race at
Bard, I am writing in attempt to clarify some developments which have taken place over the past year.
It is my hope that by clarifying some of the history we
can improve communication and move forward as a
community.
I. Students of Color at Bard
Since S~ptember, a movement known as the Students
of Color (I am using the italicized Students of Color as
a means of distinguishing the movement from students of color in general) has posed questions primarily regarding American ethnic minorities at Bard. In
a letter to President Botstein dated September 23
(published in The Bard Observer) and in subsequent
discussions, the Students of Color have raised issues
about a wide range of topics, including recruitment,
retention, scholarships, faculty, student activities, orientation, course content, and the Multiethnic
Studies Program (MES). The topics are not new and
remain poignant. In fact, they were a focus of sessions
at March conference of New England Deans which I
attended. I am convinced that the concerns whic~
Bard students articulate· are being raised by students
on campuses across the country. I am also conviriced
that there is a reasonable consensus among members
of the Bard community on most of these issues.

II. What has taken place in 1997-1998?
Over the past year, Bard's administration and faculty have taken a number of steps to address the issues
raised by Students of Color.
The director of human resources has met with
the heads of all searches to discuss hiring and has
reiterated affirmative action policies.
Selection and hiring of faculty for 1998,99 has
resulted in at least seven new faculty of color. Omar
Encarnacion has been appointed to a tenure track
position in political studies; Tabetha Ewing (a Ba.rd
graduate who will soon complete her doctorate at
Princeto~) has been given a two,year appointment
in history; Kenji Fujita and Juana Valdez have
respectively been appointed visiting associate professor and visiting assistant professor of studio art;
Zilkia Janer has a one year appointment in Sranish;
Emmanuel Dongala, a leading Congolese dissident,
will teach French literature and chemistry; and
Mari Carmen Ramirez, the Curator of Latin
American Art at the University of Texas, will teach
at the Center for Curatorial Studies.
In addition, Myra Armstead will return from
sabbatical and Gloria Chun will return from a leave
of absence. Leslie Boyce, who teaches dance, has
. had the terms of her appointment expanded so that
she will teach at Bard every semester instead of
every fourth semester. The search is continuing for
a position in sociology and discussions are proceeding with three potential senior fellows of color. A
tenure-track position for history and MES focusing
on the Atlantic basin unfortunately remains
unfilled, but the position remains open and efforts
will continue to find a permanent hire.
In student services, Beveraly Bellinger, multi,
cultural counselor in the counseling service, has
been increased to three days a week. The Dean of
Students Office has added an African American
assistant dean of students who will be working on a
number of issues, including multiculturalism, leadJ
ership and community service. The Admission
Office wi.U hi~e a recruitment counselor of color for
the academic year 1998-99.
Admission figures for students of color still
remain incomplete for next academic year.
However, it is projected that 14% of the incoming
class {up from 10% this year) will be non-intema,
tional students of color. Non-HEOP scholarship
dollars for students of color, including named scholarships (EEC, DSS, Presidential, TLS) have
increased significantly.
This semester alone, the Dean of Students Office
has sponsored and co-sponsored with faculty and stuJ
"- dent clubs a number of activities which reflect the
diversity of Bard, including gospel music night,
Camaval, and the percussive dance group Vanaver
Caravan. Invited speakers have included the president of the Columbia County Branch of the

to students who are a part of, or sympathetic to, the
Students of Color movement was at best sparse.
Many of the students asked to participate in the
protest (most of whom either protested briefly or
remained silent, only to be castigated by the three
leaders) were unaware of the Aprill7 meeting with
the president, not told about the president's open
offer to meet with students as soon as they prepared
their demands, and were not informed of the format
of the protest or the exact demands. Moreover,
some of the key participants of the Students of Color
movement were not informed of the protest, presumably because. of internal disagreements over
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took place durin8 the May 4th taping of the Firing Students of Color movement.
As to the three students who chose to continue
Line segment for last because the event itself is the
least important of the issues facing our community. the protest, many questions must be raised. It is a
Still, in order to clarify the nature of the protest and paradox that they attempted to humiliate a college
the events leading up to it, it is important t<? place it president who not only made himself available to
in context.
them at their convenience {there are few students in
In my opinion, the protest was precipitous and U.S. colleges who enjoy such a privilege) but who
dishonest. While the underlying concerns raised by . was defending the cause of freedom of expression in
·the protesters r~flect broader sentiment within and taking a stance supporting the ACLU. What is also
beyond .the Student OJ Color movement, the actions stunning is that they seemed to ignore the conseand aims of the protesters were not, in my view, a quences for the entire Bard community. By taking
consensual product of this movement.
their actions, the three students have jeopardized
The protest was precipitous because students future tapings of Firing Une, a traditional event
took extreme action when many other means of enjoyed by . the Bard and local communities. More
communicating their feelings, beliefs and propos, importantly, they have damaged their own cause. If
als/de~ands were possible. As I am sure that other one of the goals of the protesters was to have more
sections of The Bard Observer will illustrate, there American students of color attend Bard, how do they
expect potential applicants to respond when they see
emerged
or hear about this incident? Do they think that this
in any way help recruitment?
can
in light of the protest should not
To some extent, the organization of, and conduct
be used to dismiss the important during, the protest were reflective of cleavages with~
in the Student.<; of Color movement (What constitutes
issues raised by Students of
a student or faculty of color? What role can 'white'
students and international students, even those· 'of
-Jonathan Becker, Dean of Students
color,' play in the movement?). I wish to stress that
these divisions, which affect all movements, are small
has been an ongoing dialogue about issues raised by in comparison with those issues for which there is
Students of Color since September. Many members consensus. In other words, the divisions which
of the faculty and administration, including the emerged in light of the protest should not be used to
president, have been active and available through- dismiss the important issues raised by Students of
out these discussions.
Color at Bard.
As recently as April 8 and April 17, the presi,
dent called for meetings with representatives of IV. Which Way Forward?
Students of Color, together with members of the Issues of race are complex and not simply a matter of
faculty and administration, to outline the progress numbers. In order to address issues associated with
this year and to explore and discuss new proposals. race effectively, dialogue must continue between stuJ
The first meeting was aborted when no students dents, faculty and staff. The town hall meeting which
could attend (the same students who attended the Mary Backlund and I organized at the suggestion of a
September meeting with the president were invit- number of students was, 1 think, a healthy, if at times
ed as was anyone else whom those students deemed difficult, step forward.
In my mind the primary focus has to be on the
appropriate). The day before the Aprill? meeting,
students asked for a postponement to prepare new many consensual issues, articulated above, which
demands. The president suggested instead to hold form the heart of the Students of Colar movement. For
a meeting to review the progress on the issues my part as dean of students, I am eager to continue to
raised in September and offered to meet again with work with students, administrators and faculty to
the students as soon as they had readied their pro- address these issues. I also want to stress again that
posal. During the meeting, which was attended by the president has been and remains open to dialogue,
three students and several adm'inistrators and fac, as he was before the protest.
ulty, this point was reiterated. In fact, during the
I would like to reiterate that a number of steps
meeting Multi,cultural Counselor Beveraly have been taken this year by the faculty and adminBellinger offered to help the students prepare their istration to address legitimate concerns raised by
demands in light of difficulty they were having Students of Color. In order to take additional steps
understanding Bard's academic structures and pro, forward, several things must be kept in mind.
ccdures. For exa~ple 1 a suggestion that MES be Communication between and among students, fac,
made into a division indicated a lack of knowledge ulty, and administrators must be open. Faculty and
of Bard's academic structure. If it is the claim of administrators must realize that they have to
the students that the president's rejection of this arrange their priorities so that words become comsuggestion means that he was not listening to mensurate with deeds. All need to acknowledge
them, then they may be mistaking disagreement that issues of race are complex, that answers are not
for a failure to be heard.
always easy and that disagreements shoutd not be
Unfortunately, the students never availed them- automatically be equated with antipathy towards
selves of the offers of the president or Ms. Bellinger. the fight against racism.
Instead of preparing demands and discussing them
After leaving the town meeting and talking with
with the president and members of the faculty and
many students, faculty and administrators, I believe
administration, three students, including one who
that there is good will. Dialogue on race is not easy,
was at the April17 meeting, chose to censor the presbut it is my hope that ar Bard it can move forward
ident and tried to humiliate him.
with substance and civility.
In taking these actions, the students moved
Jonathan Becker
beyond the consensual understandings of the
of Students
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movement.
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NAACP and the president of the Asian Students of
America from Syracuse University (which is spearheading a challenge to racist practices at Denny1s
restaurants). Community service projects addressing
the needs of youths and families of color in the midHudson region are ongoing and expanding and will
hopefully attract future Bardians. In the chaplaincy,
the Imam Salahuddin Muhammad recently hosted,
with BBSO, a discussion of the life and writing of
Malcolm X.
There is still, I reiterate, much work to be done.
However, it is a mistake to suggest that the voices of
Students of Color have not been heard.
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Letter to the Bard Community:
Speaking as one of the students involved in the
recent protest at the taping of William F. Buckley Jr.'s
Firing Line, I feel it is appropriate for me to give a
direct and personal response to the incident itself
and its possible repercussions. I know that some
members of the Bard community have had difficulty
sympathizing with our concerns or with the way we
went about voicing them. Well, 1 cannot speak for
anyone other than myself. But, hopefully this infor,
mation will be useful and valuable to my fellow stu~
dents and to all members of the Bard community.
Before I begin, let me address the issue of my
own race. As a white student, I am well aware of
thl! fact that I do not represent the interests of the
students of color movement here at Bard. I support
their struggle, but I have not been directly involved
with it in the past nor do I think that it would be
appropriate for me, as a Caucasian, to attach myself
directly to it in the future. By the same token, I feel
that the demands of the students of color-for
minority scholarships, for a multicultural dean, for
more faculty di~ersity, and for an African~
American Diaspora Studies major, among othersare issues which concern the entire Bard College
community, regardless of race. I think the fact that
several white students were involved in the Firing
Line protest-no matter how peripheral we may
have been to the movement-at least indicates a
growing dissatisfa~tion among whites at Bard with
the mounting racial tensions on campus and the
duplicity with which the Bard administration has
responded to the needs of the students of color.
Coming to Bard from a high school which was
approximately 40 percent African~American, I initially experienced culture shock at how unbalanced
this college campus actually is. Bard is undeniably
whitewashed, in its population figures as well as in
its thinking. This fact should not only disturb
minority students, but all students who wish to
receive a worthwhile and unbiased education.
What follows is my version of events-how I
approached and interpreted the situation in which
I,found.wyst:-lf. and why I c,ho$.e.to prote~t. I .do not_
pretend to be a hero of the student protest move,
rqent, for as I have said, I was involved only periph,
er~lty. Twill speak simply for my emotional and
intellectual responses to the events in which I took
part. I do not claim to present here objective truth,
but purely a chronicle of things I felt and observed.
I came to the tapingofFiring Line unaware that
any protest had been planned and became involved
in it only by coincidence: I just happened to sit
down in the center of the auditorium where the
protesters had assembled. I was handed a piece of
paper indicating the demands of the students of
color and the proper chant ("Students of color have
no choice /Students of color have no voice"). I
then had about 45 minutes before the show began
in which I considered whether to join the demon,
stration. Ethical decisions arc painful to make. I
went outside, had a cigarette, and talked things
over with some friends. Everyone seemed to be pen,
sive and serious about the impending protestwhether to involve themselves, whether it would
tum out as planned, whether it was the right deci,
sion. I knew that if I appeared on national television, I could potentially embarrass myself and my
school, not to mention my rather conservative
grandparents, who--if they saw me on the showmight wonder why they should continue to help
fund my tuition at a school which I am publicly
protesting. Then there was a less realistic {but still
significant) fear that administrative action might
be taken against those involved. At the same time,
I did not want my actions to be motivated out of
fear, and I tried to make my decision as indepcn~
dently of these selfish concerns as possible. My fear
that the incident could embarrass Bard College was
a more significant and less selfish concern-one
which I had difficulty analyzing. On the one hand,
I thought that we might give Bard the reputation of
a racist institution, which would be disastrous for
any attempts at multicultural recruitment in the
· future. On the other hand, I felt that our public display might be interpreted as a sign that things are
changing here at Bard, that student activism is on
the rise, and that there is an authentic drive among
the general student body for increased diversity on
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campus. So, perhaps it could actually inspire greater
recruitment efforts and--eventually-an increased
interest among minority students to apply to Bard.
And if the administration would agree to our pro',
posed changes, then that end would justify our
means. Whether the demands of the students of
color were valid was not even a question for rp,e-I
was fully aware and confident that they were from
previous discussions I had either engaged in or wit~
nessed with members of that group at various times.
Therefore, my next concern was whethe.r a popular
PBS debate show was the appropriate forum within
which to bring up campus issues. My final posi:,
tion-which I still agree with-was that it was.
The. Firing Line debate set up an appropriate
environment to air our frustrations at the failure of
the Bard administration to adequately address racial
issues on campus. The debate topic was "The
ACLU is full of baloney," and President" Botstein
was ready to argue vehemently and eloquently
against this "resolution". So all we were interested
in doing was testing him, to find out just how true
that resolution was-to put it bluntly, whether Leon
Botstein was full of baloney. We felt it was hypocrit,
ical for him to be speaking abstractly of civil liber,
ties when multicultural issues were not being dealt
with effectively here at Bard. As the debate pro~
ceeded, panel members continually referenced free~
speech and affirmative · action-so our presence
helped to move those issues out of the realm of pol,
iticking and theorizing and into the realm of imme,
diacy, closer to Truth. President Botstein would
have to respond to our demands directly and would
not be allowed to hide behind empty words. In that
sens~, we disrupt~d the superficial ambience of the

... I do believe Wt; misrepresented
ourselves as inarticulate, foolhardy,
and frivolous. We w~re not pre ..
pared to function as a team. Many
of us cracked under, pressure.
-Logan Beimurli
program and appeared forceful and direct. The audi,
ence initially applauded our demonstration.
According to Lao,Tzu, "Beautiful words are not
truthful, and truthful words are not beautiful." As
the program continued, the panel members retained
their composure and our group of students began to
appear sloppier and more ridiculous the longer
things went on. Although we were speaking what
we considered the truth, we seemed not to be taken
seriously-by the panel members or the audience. I
think many people were annoyed with us and oth,
ers felt sorry for us, but very few were encouraging
towards us and virtually no one understood why we
were doing what we were doing. fu I have said, we
appeared ridiculous. At the time, I was disgruntled
with those three students who continued to stand in
protest throughout the remainder of the show,
chanting whenever Botstein began to speak. I felt
then and still feel that such actions are generally
counterproductive. On the other hand, I admit that
what they did required courage. They did what they
felt v.ras ethical and I did what l felt was ethical.
There is no way to know at the time that one is
doing something whether or not one is being coun,
terproductive. One must make an immediate deci~
sion based on one's gut instinct. So I do not criticize
their intuitive response to the situation even though
it was different from mine. In fact, I commend them
for giving 110 percent for the cause.
On the other hand-without placing blame-I
should say that I do believe we misrepresented ourselves as inarticulate, foolhardy, and frivolous. We
were not prepared to function as a team. Many of us
cracked under pressure. We-as protesters--should
have reached a prior consensus as to precisely how
we would act during the entirety of the show and
how we would respond to whatever situations could
have arisen. As it was, we were largely unprepared
and the results were disappointing. I say this, of
course, not knowing the full story. l was not present
at any organizational meetings, so I cannot directly
attack the organizers of the event or the other par,
ticipants. l do not know specifically how well or
poorly planned the event was, or how different the
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actual result was from the anticipated result. Still,
from a somewhat outside perspective, I could tell
that there was a fair amount of rift and dissension
among the protesters and that the event was far
more disastrous than it could have been. I did not
speak to a single individual after the Firing Line
taping (including members of the students of color
movement) who was pleased with the way events
proceeded. However, we said what had to be said,
and we cannot apologize for that. What happened
was not entirely intended, but it nevertheless hap,
pened and we must deal with the aftermath now in
a fruitful and progressive way.
The tenn "theatre of conflict" has been thrown
into the ring as a possible explanation for the way
in which events proceeded and for the ideology
underscoring our chosen method of airing griev,
ances. I feel personally that this term represents a
healthy way of interpreting the scenario. l do not
hate individual members of the administration. l
continue to be impressed and inspired by the
actions and accomplishments of President
Botstein, specifically. Leon Botstein is a genuinely
good person. I believe this. For all of my dissatis,
faction with the administration, I refuse to hold
Botstein or any other individual personally respon,
~ible. However, he has a role to play, and I have a
role to play. The problem of ethnocentrism which
plagues our campus is not Botstein's fault-the
ethnocentrism is an institutional problem, and
Botstein is merely the prime figurehead of the
institution. There were a few points during the
taping of Firing Line in which Botstcin looked out
into the audience and our eyes met. I saw myself in
his eyes-up on stage, nervous, emotionally
exhausted-and I felt compassion for him. In his
role as president he certainly deserved our crili,
cism, but as a human being he certainly did not.
And I do not think that we intenl)cd our criticism
as a personal attack. At least [ did not. That would
be too unfair. I feel that what we did, although
genuine, was purely a political gesture-a theatri~
cal gesture-intended to invoke a sense of urgency
and gravity for· issues whic;h ~1ad. formerly been
given only a superficial treatment by the adminis,
tration. Our protest was legitimate and our chosen
venue was also legitimate, but the disagreeable
light in which many viewed it (as an unfair personal attack against Botstein) is unfortunate. We
may have made mistakes in our manner of presentation, but the impetus was pure and cannot be
denied. I would hate to sec the issues which were
brought to light trivialized or dismissed simply
becaus~ the way in which we presented t\cn1.
turned out to be tragically overzealous.
Hopefully, our venture was not enti•ely counterproductive. I hope that the dialoglrC it has provoked among students, faculty, ami administrators will continue and expand. I hope that mem·
bers of all sectors of our campus community will
agree to take a more proactive stance against ethnocentrism and duplicity wherever they occur,
particularly if we find those tendencies arising in
our own thoughts and actions. Whether we are
students, faculty, or administrative staff, we must
realize that we are all partially responsible for
whatever status quo currently exists on campus.
So, ~the blame rests on everybody's shoulders. We
must be authentic human beings, courageous
human beings, and not allow ourselves to conve,
niently placate to institutionalized ethnocentrism
or codified modes of interaction. I believe in Bard
and the progressive ethos it claims to embody. I
believe in the future of Bard. Hopefully, as a com,
,munity, we can more or less come to terms with
each other and agree on a new unified vision of
Bard, which w9uld be inclusive rather than
exclusive, proactive rather than apathetic, and
truly progressive and revolutionary rather than
full of nco-liberal "baloney." I think we're moving
in the right direction. But we must continue to
move and not lose momentum. We-as student
activists-must remain vigilant in our struggle,
while becoming more sympathetic to the intensely
delicate and human issues which frame that struggle. In the words of Che Guevara: "True revolution
is guided by love." We must support one another so
we do not lose heart.
Logan Beitmen
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Dear Editors,
We have been angry from the moment we set
foot on Bard's campus with the blatant racism, sex~ .
ism, elitism and overall hypocrisy of this supposed
progr-esSive liberal arts institution. This hypocrisy
manifests itself in every facet of our education and .
social relations with other students, faculty and
administrators at Bard College. Out of anger, frus~
tration and political commitment the three of Us
have been consistently engaged in every aspect of
student activism on this campus as it concerns the
lives of students of color. Along with other conCerned students of color We had exhausted several
avenues toward obtaining our demands from letter
writing to direct participation on Committee of
Vacancies to meetings with Leon and administrators. Some o( us were subjected to do more work
than we should have as students.
The protest that occurred at the Firing Line
Debate was fueled by our final realization that it
was never in the intention of Leon Botstein and
the administration to give in to our demands without overt action from the students of color. This
protest was introduced by Us (Suhui Won, Ya Qin
Betty Chou and ] ennifer McLune) ~t an emergency
meeting. Although We are now being accused of
tricking people, lack of organization and misrepresenting those involved, these sellouts, traitors,
Uncle Toms, cowards, and all the rest in attendance (you know who you are!!!!) LIED. We all
organized a strategy of confrontation TOGETHER.
This involved disruption of the debate by standing
up and chanting. The planning of our protest lasted almost three hours. There were seventeen peo,
ple in attendance. When the time came for our
protest only the three of Us stood up.
We fooled no one, nor did We lead anyone to
believe that we would act in any other manner
than was already agreed upon by everyone. In fact
We were the ones who were fooled and ultimately
betrayed by their cowardly actions. We once
thought that we were not alone in our feelings of
dissatisfaction and even rage. We once believed
other students of color on this campus were angry
and wanted change. We now realize that We are
very ALONE in terms of our Rage and also in terms
of Our educational and social vision for Bard. The
three of Us accept the fact that Our vision for Bard
is radical or in the words of the majority of the stu~
dents of color on, this campus " too extreme. 11 So
We now agree with these statements that We don't
speak for them and ultimately We confess that the
protest was not for or about all students of color but
was about Our experience at Bard and what We
demand of Our education here.
WE WILL NEVER EVER COLLABORATE
OR INITIATE ANY FORM OF STRUGGLE OR
PROTEST IN THE NAME OF STUDENTS OF
COLOR AT BARD COLLEGE EVER AGAIN.
WE'VE LEARNED OUR LESSON.
Ya Qin (Betty) Chou,
Jennifer McLune, Suhui Won
Dear Editors,
As a student of color... excuse me, as an African-American student at Bard College, I do not feel that
the actions of the three students who continued to
protest at Firing Line represented me. There were a
number of students of races other than white who
were also present and did not stand, nor chant, nor
even agree with the attempted statement. Most
were not even aware of the planning of Monday's
action. Therefore they had nothing to do with it. So
in regard to the comments that I have heard about
students of color being emb~uass~d, I think this feeling should be thought about more and denounced.
"Embarassment" is bullshit if these students have
not been involved with any of the meetings or discussions with President Botstein and the administration about campus diversity. Three "persons of
color" do not represent an entire COMMUNITY of
students, (a small community at that)--especially
·-. when only a fraction of the community (other than
~hite) had any knowledge of this.
Yeah, so they chanted "Students of Color have
no choice, Students of Color have no Voice", but
they were only three people. Perhaps the three students thought that their actions represented students of color, but it is important for others to
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understand that every individual has different opinions and ways of doing things. If they had truly represented all students of color, then there would
have been more students chanting those words.
However, I do agree partly with their concerns.
Bard is not a diverse campus (or should I say not as
diverse as it should or daims to be). For example,
the juke box that was finally removed from
DeKline contained only alternative music (not
even a TLC, Toni Braxton or Janet Jackson ...
Mariah Carey, Micheal Jackson ... You know, part of
your usual mainstream music).
This problem is miniscule compared to the lack
of courses that are taught here. For example, courses on Latin America (and might I add that are
taught in ENGLISH), teachings on the dynamics of
Africa, colonialism, religion, dance, and LANGUAGE (we' now have an exchange program to
Africa), Cuba, the Black Cinema before World
War II ... Is Jean Basqiat (probably wrong spelling)
included in any art classes? Does the "Sixties"
course talk about Angela Davis, Martin Luther
King, Black Panthers, etc? If so, in what context?
Do any of the courses on "Urban Studies" deal with
Furgeson and the LIRR, the "Central Park Jogger"
and "those wilding black boys" as the media l;;J.beled
them? Have any leaders of any Color other than
white been studied throughout an entire semester?
These are definitely not topics that I've read in any
course books that I have recieved throughout my 3
years at Bard ... A place to think about what's missing... yeah right. And, what's the deal with the
L&T courses? I also agree with the students' concern for lack of diversity in student body and faculty. To anyone with eyesight, this is obvious. To me
it is also important, but less of a priority than the
courses. This is my opinion. Another student of
color may differ. So in conclusion, although the three students do
not fully represent either the "Student Of Color"
organization" or students of color outside of this
organization, it could have been a good idea. Yes,
it was senseless to try to embarass Botstein in front
of PBS. It was especially s~nsele>s to call themselves
representatives of students of color when only a
tiny portion of the members were aware of the
attempt. If the attempt had been more organized,
understood, and persuasive, then it would have pos~
sibly been quite effective. But, simply chanting
over and over and over... and fumbling words when .
finally asked, "What do you want?" is beyond silly.
The attempt was not planned well, too uncertain,
and slightly unfair to Botstein for reasons that
would lead me into another "fine~ line" discussion.
Those are the reasons why I choose to dis-associate _
myself from Monday's actions, before it took place.
Once again, I do agree with some of the concerns of Monday's protestors, but not with the way
the situation was handled. For those who do not
realize that the protestors' ACTIONS were not
representative of all students of color, please sharp~
en your observation skills and see my point. Also
understand that Bard is not a diverse campus. Some
changes do have to be made at Bard and this strug,
gle has been happening for too long. If people with
these problems simply transferred schools, the problem would still exist.
Peace,
Darryl Harrison
Firing Line Protest Naive and Immature
May 4, 1998
To whom it concerns,
The outrage this afternoon on national television_
brought humuliation and shame to both the students
of color organization, portraying it as an unreasonable extremist group, which hinders the quest to give
the students of color a voice at Bard; and Bard
College itself, where its students could not differendate between a public speaking and a local topic.
I have had both studied and experienced students
of color movements and understand the situations
from both the administrative and the students' points
of view. The demands made by certain powerhungry
individuals, e>pecially marching on stage to make
demands of the mediator: a person who is not a part
of the Bard systems, was naive and immature.
In his 19 years at Bard, President Botstein has
contributed exponentially to the development and
prosperity of our college. I remember speaking to

visiting alums about the past of Bard. Those students of six or seven years ago do not remember
many of the buildings and services that we take for
granted. It was due .to the administration's hard
work and dedication, nineteen years at, about as
long as we have lived, to bring Bard to its corr~nt
status. As a result of the hard work of the administration, we are all able to come to Bard and recieve
a liberal arts education. With the new student center and plans for the performing arts center in 2001,
Bard is thriving to become one of the top liberal
arts schools in the United States. I trust the admin·
istration with this obligation of Bard's expansion.
However, the current Bard situation, regarding stu~
dents of color, regarding the layers of college buer~
acray, regarding many spearheaded administrative
decisions made by President Botstein is far from
perfect. The countless meetings during which
President Botstein warded off the representatives
with rather patronizing words were seen as ·a mock~
ery to the crusade for the students of color. The
request for a dean for the students of color is legiti·
mate. However both putting Leon on the spot by
humuliating him in front of his collegues and mak~
ing a list of "demands" were way out of line. Before
making "demands" and complaining of the pronlems of Bard, why not look at the situation of Bard's
improvement from a long term point of view. If we
compare what Bard was like before President
Botstein arrived and what the college has become,
we can easily observe the dramatic changes, in
diversity, the liberal representations of our ideas,
the variety of departments, the emphasis recently
on arts, music and the science, the new buildings
constructed, and the numerous scholarships awarded to the greater majority of the bard students. If it
was not for President Botstein's reforms, most of us
would probably not be at Bard today. The students
here have very much a "voice" already, and to bring
forth "oppression" as a term to describe the repre~
sentation of the students of color is an .extreme
exageraticm. If you want to understand oppression,
go and study its meaning in _(:hina and Tibet. The_
problem dealing with the student of color has tQ be .
dealt with, but making asses of ourselves.on Public
television is defi~ately not the way to gain public
support. In this fashion, the crusade for the students
of color has been setback.
As one could observe, the unrudly actions this
afternoon only annoyed President Botstien., but
served to prove the immature nature of the students
and their unreasonable demands. This outrage did
not gain public support, but rather had the opposite
effect. In the future, I hope these student leaders,
whom represent only a small portion of the entire
students of color population, develope a more
mature way of dealing with the administration. I'd
like to suggest a public debate, much like the one
today, between the administration and the students
of color. If this form of organized debate is taken, l
would gladly join as an organizer and a participant.
If the students of co,lor organization believe that
they ar~ right, then. hold a public debate to prove
your point. If the administration believes that the
students are wrong, then come forward and prove
the students wrong. If you are not afraid of being
proven wrong, then lets end this madness once and
for all with a debate on level field of discussion..
Let the public be the judge.
On public television, the inconsiderate actions
made today have shamed as all, as students ofcolor,
and as students of Bard College.

a

Sincerely,
Ling Chen Liu Kelley

Protest overshadowed accomplishments of SOC
I was deeply disturbed by last week's demonstra~
tion at the taping of Firing Line. The fact thllt such
a display occurred proves that there is something
very wrong with the racial situation here at Bard.
However, I am not advocating the manner in
which the protest was handled. It did not reflect a
consensus and did not include all the students of
color who also feel frustrated with the college. The
forum last Wednesday night, organized by the
administration to discuss the issues surrounding
what happened, was an important step towards
community understanding.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Before the protest, people were not talking
about the racial situation here. It is upsetting
that no one seems to know about the ma'ny
changes brought. about by the students of color
this year. The college is not publicly enthusiastic
nor properly informed about the fact that next
semester there will be more students of color out~
side of the . Higher Education Opportunity
Program (HEOP) than ever before, that we have
been instrumental in hiring seven new professors
of color for next semester, that there is an ongo~
ing search for a Dean of Multicultural Affairs,
that there is now a full~time multicultural coun~
selor in the Health and Counseling Center. And
yet, these changes are only the beginning of what
needs to happen in order to make Bard a model
of diversity.
To white students at Bard: consi~er what kind
of frustration produced last week's outburst. I ask
you to recognize your power. Do not continue to
force students of color to the margins in the school
newspaper, in the cafeteria, in the classrooms.
MAKE AN EFFORT to learn about other cultures,
to understand your place of privilege in a commu~
nity like Bard's, to help remedy the situation.
To the administration, you should take the first
steps in healing the wounds of years of marginiliza~
tion. It will not take a day for true change to hap~
pen-we understand. Do not wait for ~he frustration
to rear its head again, as it does every five years. Begin
communicating from a place of honesty with many
different students of color-do not rely only on two
or three (or even five or six) people you feel comfort~
able with. Stop "losing" every memo and e~mail
about students of color that we send to your offices.
Set out a plan to recruit and retain more students of
color. Remember your renewed commitment to
change made publicly at the town forum.
To Bard professors: examine your classes and
curriculum. Introduce topics of race, power, and
diversity into the discussions. Use a range of read~
ings that reflect many voices. Suggest positions or
people who should come here to teach in order to
make Batd a more divetse ·corrrriiunity. "Actively
mentor students of color in and out of the class~
room-:- Understand the college's need for an active
Multi~Ethnic Studies Department.
Most importantly: the students of color. I hope
we can begin to rebuild our community, one that
has been fractured by anger due to different
alliances and viewpoints. We are an amazingly tal~
ented and diverse group of people with gifts in
many areas. Instead of excluding those with whom
we do not agree, we should accept and utilize each
and every individuaL We should recognize the
contributions we have given the college in this
year alone, and continue.
Archana Sridhar

Regarding the Community Bike Fleet
Last week Matt Warren and I drove around the
campus in a truck looKing for purple bikes in need of
repair. We could only find three of the 11 bikes, and
only one of those was operable. WHAT IS GOING
ON? The rim on one of the bikes was severely bent,
and not from just sitting sideways in a rack, or hitting
a pothole. Someone had to have stomped on it. I
don't find that behavior cute, sophisticated, powerful
or whatever'the person thought about it at the time.
In the current world everything just seems to
appear-roads, schools, movies, food, entertain~
ment, plumbing, transportation. A lot of people are
profoundly disconnected from work. Each of these
bikes represents six or seven hours of work from indi~
vidual students just like you. Jenny Fowler sewed the
flags, Matt and other students rebuilt the brakes and
wheels. Rick Eichler, Kris Stanley and others sanded
and painted the frames. Within one week of putting
the bikes out on the campus the flags were gone, rims
were bent, pedals broken off. It's a sad statement if a
college community can not keep 11 bikes working.
We'll try it once more in the fall. We will collect
abandoned bikes over the summer, fix them, and
release them early in September. If they are savaged
in a month that will be the end of the bike project. I
hope we can do better. It was fun seeing everyone on
the bikes. And I know that many of you enjoyed it.
Paul Marienthal, Director, TLS Program
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Note: If you find a bike in need of repair take it to
Security, or call Security (x7460) and tell them
where the bike is located. Also, there was a rumor
that a student was hurt on a school bike. That is
not the case. I have the police report in my desk.
The student who was hurt had "borrowed" some~
one's unlocked bike. The bike had no brakes. The
student crashed going down the hill from Ludlow
and broke his foot. His companion was riding a
working school bike.

Vocal Ensemble Members Express Dismay
To the Music Department faculty,
May 13, 1998
Many of us who are currently members of the
Vocal Ensemble are apprehensive about the conse~
quences and implications of the new requirement
being imposed on the group this semester "that all
members of the Vocal Ensemble must also partici~
pate in the Bard Community Chorus" and we
would like to voice our concerns. We are dedicat~
ed to the future of the ensemble and believe we
should have some say in the direction that future is
·to take. Our first objection is directly related to that
belief. We would like to be included in the discus~
sion of any important changes to be made that will
affect the structure of the group, before these reso~
lutions are finalized. As those of us who comprise
the ensemble are the most knowledgeable about its
strengths and weaknesses, and the most intimately
affected by any decisions that are made about it, the
fact that we were informed of this change only after
it was implemented, and that not even our director
was involved in the decision~making process, is
both disrespectful and illogical.
Secondly, one of the most fundamental charac~
teristics of Bard is that the various groups and orga~
nizations that provide the opportunity for students
to participate in the community exist because of stu~
dent interest and involvement. If these essential
factors are lacking, there is no reason to artificially
prolong the life of an organization beyond the point
where . it is fulfilling an evident need. The Vocal
Ensemble was created not because of any elitist pre~
tensions of superior skill or talent, but because there
was and is a group of singers interested in exploring
a different repertoire of choral music than the one
provided by the Bard Community Chorus. It is
important to the development of the musicians that
there be the opportunity to experience more than
one learning environment and type of music, and to
the integrity of the school that students have the
freedom to establish new educational choices if they
perceive any inadequacy in those already existing.
We fear that the new requirement will undermine
the autonomy of the present ensemble and will create
an unnecessary union of two groups with very differ~
ent natures and purposes. Forced participation in
both choirs will transform what is now an indepen~
dent ensemble into essentially an appen-dage of the
larger chorus, an unfortunate consequence which is
not balanced out by any readily apparent benefits to
the smaller group. It will also inevitably eliminate
some of the present members due to very real and
unavoidable scheduling conflicts. These detrimental
effects and the arbitrary nature of the process by
which they have been imposed demonstrate an
alaqning lack of consideration of the interests and
opinions of the students involved in the ensemble.
What has been created is an institutionalized entity
that exists more as a name in the co~se book than as
the viable body of singers to which so many individ~
uals have passionately committed themselves.
Lastly, the Vocal Ensemble has devoted a considerable amount of time and effort tu building and
maintaining an active presence not only on campus, but also in the greater community surrounding
Bard. This has been possible largely because of a
continuity in membership which allows for the formation of a more extensive repertoire, as we can
draw on songs we have learned in previous semesters in addition to learning new pieces. The com~
mand of such a sizeable body of music imparts a cer~
tain agility to the group which allows us to participate is a wide V<Iriety of performance opportunities.
This year alone we performed first semester at the
Halloween Service, the Festival of Lights, and the
All Ensembles Concert, and this spring at the Ash
Wednesday Service, at Simon's Rock, and in our
own full~ length concert here, and will appear at the

Woodstock Renaissance Fair, the BaccalaUJ
Service, the All Ensembles Concert, and
Alumni Service. This is the kind of end~:
which fuels itself; as more people hear us, we
receiving even more invitations to appear ou
of Bard. This has required a substantial cmr
ment from everyone in the group, and we
deservedly proud of the success we have achi{
We are already expending far more time and (
than is usual or required for a one-credit class,
these demands on our schedules ar~ certainly
midable enough without the addition of yet ;~r
er itinerary of rehearsals and performances ( c
dally as the overwhelming majority of us ar(
music majors and have many other academic o
ations to fulfill). Assuming more responsibilit
very simply not an option for many of us, and
creates an uncertainty in returning membe1
which jeopardizes both the vitality of our cu1
role and many of the unique opportunities w
are available to us right now for the future.
The purpose of this letter is to open a dial
between the Vocal Ensemble and the
Music Department faculty, with the hope
together we can address the above concerns
perhaps discover an optional solution to wha1
issue the requirement was designed to resolve.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Signed by:
Eric Meyers, Maurice York, Gabriel Lally, E
Williams, JeffGia Quinto, Julie Ember, Arie Si1
Scott Gendel, Brian Mark Sheidt, Kate 11
Lilian Robinson, Fletcher Boote, Audie Mel
Lauren Rose.

Bard's problems with race are familiar
Dear Editors,
I am a white male. I grew up on the island c
Croix in the United States Virgin Islands where
population is close to 75 percent West In
(black) and 15 percent Puerto Rican; 10 per
white. I was raised poor by my mother and my :
sive step-father, who was from Georgia and raci
every sense of the word, in the midst of tourism
the Hess oil refinery-the largest of its kind in
Western Hemispere. I have seen the ugliest sic
my kind. Growing up in this juxtaposition of
tures put me in a position to either make frienl
be very, very alone. I chose the former. I grew U(
tening to Reggae. Bob Marley is my hero. I I
been the "only white person" on a number of o
sions. I have also experienced what is occurrin:
Bard College Campus before.
I went to a "college preperatory" highscl
which was more or less half and half black
white, with a few Puerto Ricans and two Cui
(they were brothers). I remember in high sci
that black and hispanic students, other'
referred to as Crucians (people from St. Crc
would complain about the content of the cou
i.e., Shakespeare and U.S. history. At first I
n't get it-if this is what we need to knm
order to get to college, so be it. That's why we
all here in the first place, isn't it? But then I 1
ized that Crucians, myself included, had a cui
which was important to us, but not beyond
Croix. I did not realize this until l reached \,
Bard was unlike St. Croix. Whereas at the en
the school day in St. Croix we were
Crucians-at Bard there is no end of the sci
day. Not many people at Bard realty enjoy D<
Hall/Ragga Reggae. They can't even apprcc
the beats, much less understand the words <
they do appreciate the beats, they probably d
understand the words. l found this to be true
only among white people, but among many b
people too-who, not to over~generalize or :
thing, prefer their Rap/Hip~Hop.
Without many Crucians on Bard Campu
remind me where I am from and what I kno
began to lose my identity. I began to socialize
very good Eurocentric thinker-something I !
little resistance to even though it rubbed me
wrong way. It was natural for nte, being that
gain from white privilege. Growing up poor n
me a survivor and I have learned some very §
life saving adaptability skills-being white is or
CONTINUED ON NEXT
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them. Although I-have a whole repetoir of skills, all
of which I wish I could employ, being white at a
predominantly Eurocentric school seems to fly
pretty welL It was not until I went back to. St.
Croix for the first time, since I graduated h1gh~
school, in over two and a half years that I realized,
"Oh yeah this is who I am, and this is where I
come from."
At the beginning of this semester some very
radical students entered Bard through the Higher
Educational Opportunity Program challenging
the Bard Black Student Organization like it never
h;d before since I have been here, by raising the
question "Can white people participate in the
BBSO?" With this coincided the Students of
Color Movement (I might have my chronology
and facts incorrect here). But the point is, I had
to negotiate my postition with regards to fighting
f~r the rights of Students of _Color. I had never
been challenged like this before, but I knew I
wanted to be a part of this movement. When my
presence felt unwanted by a few individuals I was
hurt. I thought, but why? I never did these indi~
viduals anything. I have always had Black,
Hispanic, and Asian friends-these people should
know that I have no mal~intention. Normal (or
abnormal) white guilt. It was not until I went to
St. Croix this Winter, that I was able to renegoti~
ate my position. I learned a very valuble lesson.,
just because I have Asian, Hispanic, and Black
friends does not mean that every Black, Asian, or
Hispanic has to like me. Everyone is an individ~
ual and should be treated as such.
What happened at Firing Line only enforced
this idea. Many of the students at Bard who can be
classified as 11 students of color 11 are all individuals.
1 went to the meeting the night before to discuss
this protest and all who were there agreed they
would be a part of the protest. As time neared,
many people reconsidereded their position and
felt they had more to lose than to gain. The three
who stood the entire time obviously felt they had
nothing to lose. The rest of us, myself included, sat
back down. At first I was a little disgusted with the
whole incident, but then I found myself listening
to wealthy white males discuss such things as the
American Civil Liberties Union. How Ironic. The
people in the audience who told these wornen to
sit down because they were "embarrasing them~
selv~s" preferred to listen to this discussion. In a
way, I was disappointe in myself for having backed
down. But it shows me something. It shows me
how conditioned I am (and in many ways we all
are, students of color included) to want that little
piece of the pie. So conditioned are we to a dam,
inant ideology that we ate willing to not offer
resistance and limit ourselves to one way of think . .
ing so long as it promises us gain. The fact that
many of us decided to back out and left three pea~
ple standing is representative of how few students
of color are here to begin with. There is a feeling
that the three people who stood represented all
students of color at Bard when in reality they rep,
resented certain students of color, not all of whom
exist at Bard. There are just not enough people
here to draw from who feel as strongly.
Although I did not fully support this rally, I
view this cause with great passion. It affects me
personally and us universally. Bard needs to be a
. place where students of color can grow intellectu,
ally without sacrificing their culture. A place
where there culture is as valid as anything
Eurocentric. This validity, however, cannot come
informally from condescending students or faculty, but rather, formally through changes in the
structure of the curriculum. As a white male hav~
ing grown up in the Virgin Islands I know how
prvileged I feel to have this education and I feel
everyone could bennefit from choice in the cur~
riculum. Bard, currently docs not offer many
choices with regards to learning in any manner
different from Eurocentrically. Racism is at an all
. . ·time high as far as l am concerned, and as long as
we go about ignoring i~, it will continue to fester
like an unattended sore.
Nuff Respect!
Sky Matthew Riel Paley

Firing Line Demonstration
Took Only Means Available
By SUSANNAH E. DAVID, Contributor
"Something is happening in our world. The
masses of people are . rising up. And wherever
they are assembled today, whether in
Johannesburg, South Africa; Nairobi; Kenya;
Atlanta; New York City; Jackson, Mississippi; or
Memphis, Tennessee-the cry is always the
same-'We want to be free."'-MLK
We live in a world characterized by hierar,
chical power relationships-between classes,
races, genders, and individuals. We seem as a
culture, and perhaps as a species, unable to rec,
ognize difference without assigning values to
them. This serves as a psychological basis for
material oppression such :;JS human bondage, and
also for oppression that is not quite so tangible
and concrete, such as the power structures of
institutions like Bard College.
Juxtaposed with our problem of stratifying dif,
ference is the constant searching by human beings
for a better way, as manifested by many a revolt,
strike, sit~in, and revolution. Thusfar the majority
of such actions have led simply to role reversals;
power changes hands from one group to another
without fundamental change being made. Still, if
I have any really religious belief it is in the evolu,
tion of human thought and human potential. If
such a thing as equal power relationships, that is to
say, peace, or freedom, can be longed for and imag~
ined, then I can do no less than believe in and
work toward its eventual coming.
It was naive of me to think when I came to
Bard that perhaps a college setting could struc,
turally be anything except a microcosm of the out,
side world. I thought that I would be joining a dif~
ferent sort of community when I came here, a
communit)t where I thought my voice would mean
something, where I would have a place in a demo~
cratic process. I could not have received a ruder
shock. From practically the moment I arrived at
Bard, when my PC told me of the Kathleen Barker
issue, until the hour before I sat down to write this,
when I spoke with an untenured faculty member
about their frustrations, I have heard only of the
unjust and undemocratic way that Bard is run.
Things are maybe not all that abstract and
intangible; here are some concrete, albeit quali~
tatively researched, examples: Student, and fre:...
quently faculty, input, is not valued particularly
in hiring and retention decisions. Disgusted
junior faculty have been leaving Bard literally by
the dozens in the last two or three years. Their
reasons are in part due to what has been
described to me as the "snake pit" here, the
political way decisions get made at Bard.
The ·administration, particularly President
Botstein and his henchmen, simply have too
much power. If they have personal/political rea~
sons for wanting untenured faculty members
gone, for example, then those professors will
leave, regardless of overwhelming faculty and stu~
dent support for them. Particularly in the Social
Sciences division, I have heard complaints from
·both students and faculty on search committees
that their-voices and recommendations have gone
absolutely un~listened to. I really wish that 1 could
name names here and be more specific, but I can't
put my peers and professors in such a position.
Yesterday afternoon three women students of
color staged an action at a taping of Firing Line at
which our college president was to debate the
utility of the American Civil Liberties Union.
This action consisted of disrupting the debate
with chants of "students of color have no choic_e,
students of color have no voice," and "they say get
back, we say fight back." Whenever President
Botstein stood up to speak in the debate, the
chants would start, preventing him from taking
part in the debate. Jennifer Mclune marched up
onto the stage to read the protestors' list of
demands which included scholarships specifical~

'

'

ly for minority students, better access for minori~
ty students to resources in the area, (such as the

Poughkeepsie Institute) and the creation of
Multiethnic Studies as a major (rather th:m just a
concentration, as it is now.) Because of their continued disruption of the debate with chants,
President Botstein eventually ceded his speaking
time, essentially withdrawing from his scheduled
appearance on television.
.
I feel compelled to write in defense of thts
action because of the reaction to it that I have
sensed from my fellow students in its wake. In
the flurries of e~mails and conversation that followed, I have heard these students described as
disorganized, immature, and an embarrassment
on national television not only to themselves
but to Bard College and President Botstein as
well. Worst of all, I have repeatedly heard that
this action could not possibly have helped their
cause, and in fact may well have set it back. I
could not disagree more.
Why would these students choose to engage
in such a demonstration? Is such a display useful? Why would they not use a more polite, less
disruptive means to issue their demands? What
I have found is that actions such as these may be
the only way to deal with the administration at
Bard. I know of the futility of and the frustration

Why would these students
choose to engage in such a
demonstration? Is such a display
useful? Why would they not use
a more polite, less disruptive
means to issue their _4e1lla~~that results from trying to deal quietly with
Leon and other administrators. Bard is simply
not run democratically.
President Botstein's paternalistic attitude
toward Bard students clearly indicates that he will
never freely give us the voice and the input that
we need and want. In situations of unequal power
dynamics such as this, power must be seized-and
there is no time like the present. Waiting accom~
plishes nothing. Disrupting Firing Line was a tac~
tic using the media, using embarrassment, that
these students came to after realizing the futility
of trying to get something accomplished in a hierarchy within which they are low on the totem
pole. After attending the Town Meeting, I believe
I heard a consensus amongst students of color that
they are in agreement as to the.appropriateness of
the demands issued. That these three courageous
women were the only ones, it seems, who were
frustrated enough to take the risks that they did
indicates to me that it is only a matter of time
before others become just as frustrated if they too
decide to personally pursue this issue.
It is entirely possible that l was being overly opti~
mistic when I stated earlier that all of us as students
want more input, more power, in the administering
of this school. Most students I am acquainted with
know little and care less about the issues of egalitar~
ianism and community and power relationships. I
have a deep~seated belief, though, that the drive for
freedom is latent in us all. It is perhaps harder to
realize in those for whom this western world, and
this school, was created to cater to~ because they are
the ones who reap the material rewards of this
oppressive system. We are aU diminished in some
way by th.e lack of plurality, of democratic process
and of community at Bard. I interpret the feelings of
estrangement and the marginalization of communi~
ty members of color to be manifestations of this lack.
I hope that we can work peacefully and without
compromise toward revolution, of course, but more
immediately in joining the coalition of the students
of color in.getting their demands met.
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